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Local Girls Members Of
Stephens Campus Group

er a little one—sge offer you all the resources of our experiensed, skilled service.
Phone 4 7 0

NU3IBER FIFTY-FIVE

u To
'MARRYING SQUIRE' MCDADE ANNOUNCES FOR-ILMmorale MWedora11ds Iss
ed
War II Vets!DR"MRS. WILLIAMS
MAYOR OF SOUTH FULTON ON MCDADE TICKET pi!.::mdtTv'Th l(r):AavLsets
OH STAFF OF FULTON
Will Do No Active Campaigning Although "Drafted"
HOSPITAL ANNOUNCED
For The Office By Interested Friends

Two girls from Fulton became
have been
members of the Independents Or1
ganization at Stephens College recshr
tiriVilloill. Warner, 113 Bates
satly, following a membership drive
in the 25 residenoe halls on the camBilly Carver, 113 Central avenue,
Aus. They are Miss Elizabeth" Ann
Ito
an
n
Fuw
An interesting man and wife team
Paducah Is Only Stop To Roper,
"Marrying Squire'' McDade, the I juice and said:
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
*ace D. Huddle, 509 College has been added to
Fulton's medical
old
William
76-year
of
Fulton,
South
sage
L.
Roper,
305
West
street;
Be Made in Purchase Area And Miss Bobbye Ann Grisham, the gent with more color, more "Eight thousand three hundred street Fulton.
profession in Dr. and Mrs. J. P.
and seventy-one in twenty four
Young, Route 1, Fulton.
Odies
Williams
who
have
joined the staff
The Freedom Train will not in- laughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Gris- native longevity and more philos- years,' he boasted.
Willis O. Higgins, 1003 South of the _Fulton Hospital. Dr.
"Yep, and I'll
Wilclude Fulton as one of its schedul- .
ophy than any other resident in betcha I've seen some of the durn- Fourth street, Hickman.
liams
will
do
practice while
general
ed stops, the Young Men's BusiThe Independents Organization this neck of the woods is going back dest matches that ever got hitched.
Jewell A. Klapp, Clinton.
Mrs. Williams will be general suness Club learned last night at its it Stephens is composed of hall into politics. We say "going bask," But the marrying
Above listed men were presented pervisor of nurses.
business has been
business meeting.
groups which work together as a advisedly, because we are told that shot to pieces since Tennessee pass- the World War II Victory Medal
Dr. Williams came to Fulton
Following correspondence with unified. campus organization. In- 'way back in the early '20's the ed its blood
and David O. Sundwick, 107 Mc- from Barksdale Field,
test
Shreveport,
Congressman Noble Gregory, it was sluded on the Independent program good squire held the office of mayor ed and advised law," he complain- Dowell street.
Fulton
necessity
was
the
presented
of
this
La.,
from which post he was dislearned from that source that of Are a Bonfire Party, Independent for several terms.
requirement was one of the reasons the Wirold War II Victory Medal charged on October'
12.
He
was atthe few stops the train will make Sing Contest, teas, fromal and inSquire McDade is running for he discontinued his "hitching"
busi- and the American Defense Service tached to the Air Corps as flight
in Kentucky, Paducah is the only 'ormal dances, picnics and parties, mayor of South Fulton, on the 'Mc- ness on a large scale.
surgeon
and
served
two
tours
of
Purchase city scheduled.
with the annual Independent Cit.- Dade ticket!
S-S
algt. Nicholson expresses hope duty totalling 42 months. He
"Ever get propositioned ta marry Med
gradMrs Gregory stated in his letter 7US climaxing the year's activities.
Authorized by the candidate him- folks without the blood test,"
that
more
vets
will
claim
the.
meduated from the University of Tenwe
that the schedule of stops for the
Nick Stewart's orchestra. recent- self to make the announcement, the
als that are rightfully theirs in the nessee Scicool of Medicine in
1944
train was worked out some time ly at the Starlight Roof of the Chase Fulton News was advised that asked.
future.
near
and
served his interneship at Bap"PropoSitioned,
lady it aint in the
ago by its New York sponsors, and Hotel in St. Louis, Mo., will pro- Squire McDade has been "drafted"
Medals maybe secured at any time tist Memorial Hospital in Memphis.
books
what
folks
have offered me
that the schedule was being rigid- vide music for the Independent to run for the office, and further,
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday He is a member of Alpha
Kappa
ly maintained despite thousands of -'ermal Christmas dance ,to be held that whether he is elected or not to forget the blood test, but I just- through Saturday at the post
office Kappa national -medical fraternity.
shows
them
the
map
and
the
way
additional requests throughout the
to
tv,:o nights, Dec. 5 and 6, in Lela he intends to do everything in his
in
Fulton
on
each
and
Wednesday
Mrs. Williams, the former Rosenation. "In the event that _ this Ftaney Wood ballroom at the col- power to get a $50,000 stadium for Corinth, Miss., where you cin get from 10:00 a.m. through 3:00
p.m. man- Melville of' Newport, Ark.,
schedule is lengthened, I will do 'ege.
the South Fulton schools. (From matched quick'n you know what.' at post office in Hickman, also on
graduated from. the Baptist Hoseverything possible to have Fulton
Squire McDade is at his best when each Friday froin 10:00 a.m.
An innostation this year will be unofficial sources it was reported
until
placed on it,' continued Mr. Greg- A semi-formal
he is chiding his beloved Mrs. Mc- 3:00 p.m. at the post office in Clin- pital School of Nursing where she
dance Nov. 21 and that the neighboring Tennessee city
received
her degree in nursing in
ory.
??. sponsored jointly by the Inde- will get a large share of the Obion Dade, whom he has known since ton.
1945.
The Club will distribute Christ- n-ndents and the Pan-Hellenic or- county's portion of the revenue childhood. He tells the story of the
The Williams have one daughfrom the newly enacted sales tax time he and the lady to whom he
mas baskets to needy Fulton fami- einizations at Stephens College.
"er and are attendants of the }Uphas been married fifty-one years Tennessee Post Buys
law.)
lies December 24. and' a committee
•;5•
church.
headed by Gene Hoodenpyle has
Opposing Squire McDade is J. H. were walking down a road in the
Lowe, present encumbent. The of- fall of the year. The Squire got a Old Mansion For Home
been working on this project. Funds
lice is honorary. The election is to little mischievous and pushed his
Gieenville, Tenn.—Americad Leare being raised through sale of a
lady love against a bank pf leaves gion Post 64 here has purchased the
refrigerator by club members.
be on December 2.
Much has written about the gre- and proceeded to cover her entire L. A. Seaton property on the AnThe club voted not to have a
, rious figure with his neatly trim- body with the foliage. Frightened drew Johnson Highway, a mile
business meeting the week of
Christmas.
! med van dyke, a little spattered when he failed to see the leaves west of town. for conversion into
'with tobacco juice, who claims that move for a moment he hurriedly 3 modern clubhouse. The post paid
A short outline of the develophe has never lived in Kentucky and removed the leaves. whereupon with $51,500 for the property. The old
ment and goals of the Kentucky
Chamber el Commerce was presentThe Reynolds Metals Company of never worked in Tennessee and fire in her eyes the lady jumped Seaton home is one of the local
landmarks well known throughout
ed by Paul Westpheling, News pub- Louisville, will sponsor a full broad- whose frist query upon meeting a up and said:
An honor guard of American Le"I wouldn't marry you now for Eastern Tennessee for its architeclisher.
sast schedule' of leading Kentucky person is "did I marry you?" If he
sion members and employees of the
Clifford Shields, Club president, college basketball games this sea- didn't he would like to do so on anything in the world." They were ture. Three acres of land were in- Illinois Central railroad will atcluded in the sale. The Seaton man- tend the services of the late
was in charge of the meeting.
ion over radio station WHAS, it the second go 'round, he will tell six.
Pfc.
For years in the tailoring business sion consists of two large banquet William Russell St. John when
was announced here today by Mr. vou jovially.
fu"Any idea how many couples you here he remembers distinctly many halls, ten rooms, a large roof gar- -eral services will be
David P. Reynolds, vice president
conducted
have married," a News reporter baby costumes he has made for den. a big kitchen and four base- here sometimes next
charge of advertising.
week, his parsome of Fulton's businessmen. He ment rooms.
"The response to our broadcasts asked the candidate.
rits advised the News today. Pfc.
"Idea nothing, I can tell you ex- made his wedding suit too!
st the University of Kentucky footSt. John is the first of the moreactly."
he
said.
Standing
on
his
Tuesday's
In
election the citizens
tall games was so great that we look
than thirty soldiers from Fulton
forward to this opportunity to serve full:heighth of more than six feet, will elect a mayor and six comkilled overseas whose remains will
Kentucky basketball fans in a sint- and'supported by a cane, he walk- missioners. Squire McDade will do
be returned to the United States
•lar manner," said Mr. Reynolds. ed fo the front door of the office. no active campaigning. His friends
for burial.
"Since most college gymnasiums gave with a healthy spat of tobacco will do that, he says.
Prior to entering the service in
In next Tuesday's election in -ire ton small to permit general ad..
1942, Pfc. St. John was an employee
South Fulton. the following candi- missio r of t
public we believe l
l
of the Illinois Central freight dedates will laspAgglad ugliest:
will be ot
of Mr. and Mrs. Hee-'
Pet here.
'For Mayor, J. H. Lowe and Squire semis, 4o followers of the Oar'
man
National. Igaders who organized born at Fortof near Fulton,isb
S. N. McDade. The former is up teams."
Meade,. Md. filb_licas)fie Hospitalized Veterarir Founda- killed
for re-election.
The s2hedule which inchides
tion at: their own expense have re- mandy in getion during the MiraFor Alderman: Abe Jolley, H. L. sf Kentucks's teams. follows.
invasion on June 10, 1944.
The following are the results of newly elected county committee met vealed details of
Ferguson, Virgil
Davis, Clyde
their- projected
Dec. 6—Kentucky vs Tulsa at the AAA election of the
five com- and re-elected Lena M. Lawson as S900,000 goal for 1948 coincidental He was atteched to the Infantry.
Fields and Milton Courier are up Lexington.
Coincidentally
Pfc. St. John's famunities
in the county:
secretary and James B. McGehee with launching of their first annual
for re-election. New candidates inDee. 10—Kentucky vs DePaul at
ther was on the burial detail staNo. I
as treasurer and chief clerk and fund appeal.
clude Floyd Bowen. Henry Bethel, Louisville.
in New York after the first
Roy Bard. delegate; Ernest Cars Louise Wilson as extra office asThe Foundation's great country- tioned
James (Buddy) Fortner. Aubrey
Dec. 13—Kentucky vs Cincinnati ver,
alternate delegate; J. R. El- sistant.
wide philanthropic program is de- World War.
Morris. Finis Vancil and Hugh it Cincinnati.
Active pallbearers will be several
chairman; Ernest Carver', vies
Barnes. Six of the foregoing eleven
signed to provide greater comfort of
Dec. 2a—u. of L. vs Pittsburgh 'boll,
his classmates who graduated
'chairman; Chas. Wright, reguias
and happier hours, through proviwill be elected.
at Louisville.
Mrs.
J.
C.
Foster
Now
with hi.m from Fulton high schooL
Election staff includes Billy Jones,
sion of entertain.ment equipment
Jan 2—Kentucky vs Creighton ' member; C. A. Binford, first alternate; Jim Dawes, second alternate. Living In Wyandotte
election officer. and Mrs. Carl Kim- it Louisville.
for 125,000 patients in Army, Navv
No II
berlin. Mrs. Leon Hutchens and
' hosm ta1s.
Jan. -0—U. of L. vs Murray at
Mrs. J. C. Foster, popular form- and veterans
H.
B.
Mobley,
delegate
J.
W.
Bessie- -Fall, clerks, and J. H.
er correspondent for the News on 1 Lawrence F. Stern, the Chicago
'McClanahan,
alternate
delegate;
Johnson. doorman.
Jan. 17—Eastern vs Melfray at Homer
Weatherspoon, charman; O. Route 3 is now residing at 373R banker, has agreed to serve as
Voting will be conducted at the „liehmond.
vice chairman; J. A. Tay- Biddle avenue in Wyandotte, mire. i treasurer of the foundation and his
Howell,
G.
South Fulton police station on State
Jan. 24—Kentucky vs Cincinpati
regular
loss
member; Chester Wade, igan, a card addressed to the edi- 1 made available the entire facilities
Line. Polls vvill be open from 9 -it Lexington. .
I- I of his big Loop institution.
alternate;
First
Ray Moss. second tors advised today.
a. m. to 4 p. m.
Jan. 31—We1tetn vs Eastern at
Financial experts who have exIt is with regret that the News
alternate.
Richmond.
staff notes the change of address amined the budget point out that
No. III
Feb. 2—Kentucky vs Notre Dame
MOUN*. Thomas J.. 76. at the hosHighlighted by the greatest disJohn P. Wilson, delegate; S. E. 1 awaY from this area, but in her administrative costs have been held
pital in Jackson, Tennessee.
o- e South Bend.
alternate delegate; Forestinew residence she has the best at an irreducible minimum and vir- play -of pre-game spirit in many
vernber 22 after a short illness.
Feb. 7—Western vs Murray at H°I1Y.
tually
all
contributions
go
directly
years and a reception for three of
McMurry, chairman; S. A. Jones, wishes of her many friends in and
Funeral services were held at Murray.
to the veterans' benefit.
around Fulton.
the most distinguished alumni, Unithe Baptist church at Sharon, NoFeb. 14—Kentucky vs Tennessee vice chairman; Parnell Garrigan,
In
every
way
the
procedure
of
the
versity of Kentucky observed its
regular member; Henry Maddox,
vember 23 at 3 p. m. by Revs. Cay- at Lexington. ,
SMALL, Mrs. Aiene Stokes. No- Foundation is based on sound busi- annual homecoming_ last weekend
Feb. 21—Kentucky vs Georgia first alternate: H. D. Bondurant, vember
ce Pentccest and W. T. Barnes and
technique.
ness
For
instance,
indi21-23) amidst the return of
(Nov.
second alternate.
25 at Haws Memorial Hosburied by his wife in Woodlawn loch at Lexington.
pital where she had been ill since vidual radio receiving sets, phono- what was estimated as "probabl3r
No. IV
cemetery.
Feb. 24—Kentucky vs Temple at
graphs, the latest recordings, mo- the largest gathering of alumni in
Leo Cissell, delegate; Guy N. Her- Friday.
He leaves four sons: Lois of Mar- ',ouisville.
Funeral services were held No- tion picture projectors, 16mm, film history."
mit. alternate delegate; James Santin; Floyd,,T. J. and Alten all 'of
Feb. 2R—Finals—KIAC Tourn
eer. chairman; Guy N. Barnett. vice vember 27 at the Church of Christ. and other ientertain.ment equipment
Alumni headquarters were estabSharon, two daughters: Mrs. Lewis mrnt at Louisville.
must meet tbe most rigid specificachairman;
Leo Cissell.
regular Fulton with Rev. C. L. Houser of- 'ions.
lished in the three leading LexingBrooks and Mrs. Spencer Davis,
Mar. 6—Semis and Finals SE'27
meruner; Prather Mangold. first al- ficiating. Burial was in the Greenbe'h of Sharon. Eleven grand chil- Tournament at puisville.
Such equipment is bought at ap- ton hotels and at the Campus Alumtermite; John Lattus, second alter- lea ,cemetery.
Mar. 20—Semis and Finals State este.
d!' I, one great grand child. three
oroximately factory cost thssugh ni Office to register the overflow
Mrs. Small leaves her husband, contrasts with the nation's for.- saost crowd of returning "old grads" and
brsthers: J. O. Mount of Corpus 'sigh school tournament at LouisNo V
former' students. Fraternities, soU. R. Small; two daughters, Mrs. manufacturers.
Christie. Texas.5. J. Mount of Brad- ville.
Yates,
W.
delegate;
E.
Fred
LasRuth Gillum of Mayfield and Miss
ford, Tenn. and F. C. Mount of
Hence. a $15 contribution will pro- rorities and campus residence units
Mr. Reynolds stated that George ter, alternate delegate: Russell Shirley
Ann Small of Fulton; her vide a lonesome bedfast veteran held informal parties, dances, reJackson, Tenn.; one sister. Mrs. R. Walsh, veteran WHAS sportscaster.
Thomas, chairman; Raymond King,
ceptions, and open houses.
W. Simmons of Sharon, Tenn.
would continue his play by play vice chairman: Fred Laster, regular father Ed Stokes ,of Mayfield; three radio receiving set especially suited
brothers, William Ed Stokes and with a high quality, long range
Governor-elect Earle C. Clemdescriptions throughout this sched- member; L. B. Abnerathy, first al- Jirn
B.
JOHNSON, Dr. Oliver M., 85, the ule as he did during the football ternate; J. O. Childers, second al- Stokes Stokes of Mayfield and Jess to his needs, one which normally ents, EX. '20, was the guest of honof
Paducah;
two
sisters,
would retail at about $40.
or at a social function given by his
oldest practicing doctor in Graves season for the same sponsor.
ternate.
Mrs. J. H. Meeker of Fulton and
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity brothers
county, November .24 at the FulOn the following day, November Mrs. Jim Copeland of Mayfield; and
She
leaves
three
daughters:
and the U.K. Alumni Association.
E.
Boswell officiating. Burial was 22 at the County AAA
ton Flospital.
office the one granddaughter, Miss Billinda 3race Stovall and Mrs. Dewey Bar- Two other distinguished alumni
of
Funeral services were held No- 'n the Water Valley cemetery.
delegates from each com.munity met Gillum of Mayfield.
'ler both of Martin, Tenn.; and Mrs. the University feted at the reception
He leaves dhe brother, Millard in a convention
vember 26 at the Methodist church
a. m. and electat
10
Raymond
Hall of Detroit, Mich.. and dance in the Student Union
in Water Valley with the Rev. C. Tohnson of Graves county and ed the county committee as follows:
STOVALL, Mrs. Jake, 78, at her seven grand children, four great were
numerous nieces and nephews.
Homer Weatherspoon, chairrnan; home near Latham November 19 erand children, and one step son. Tuggle,retiring Lt. Gov. Kenneth
class of '25, and Baseball
W. H. Harrison, vice chairman; 0.L. after a long illness.
Tom Stovall of Champaign, Ill.
Commissioner
A. B. "Haopy"
Mrs. Trevor Whayne is spending Sutton, regular member; E. W.
Funeral services were held
at
Chandler,
class of '24, both of whom
weekend with her danghter, Yates, first alternate; C. A. Binford, New Hope church, November 20
Mrs.
and
Wade
Mrs.
R.
I1
.
Mike
also
are
members
of the fraternity.
Mrs. Vincent Splane and family in second alternate.
with Rev. T. A. Duncan officiating.'Fry have returned from a two weeks
President and Mrs. H. L. Donovan
Memphis.
On the following Monday the Burial was in the church cemetery. visit in Hot Springs, Ark.
entertained at an open house and
tea at Maxwell Place, the president's home, attended by a host of
"What we should do is to capitalvisiting alumni. students, facult3r
ize on the trememdous tourist trade
and friends of the University.
passing through Fulton,' said
a
Student spirit reached heights unlocal citizen addressing a civic
in Kentucky things are different!' is also issuing an invitation to Ful- down-town Frankfort al abOut 9:30 hotels as their capacity has been seen
for many years in anticipation
group. "We should make them feel Yea, a gubernatorial inauguration I ton Countians to be on had on In- a. m. and will proceed to the State
taken for some time. Our housing of the homecoming celebration.
at home so that they can patronize le an affair of the people, by the; auguration Day to make this event Capitol where it will be reviewed committee will do everything posPranksters
smeared
sidewalks,
our stores, our restaurants, our fill- ocople, for the people and it takes one of the most outstanding in by the in-coming and out-going sible to
assist out-of-town visitors buildings and virtually everything
ing Mations, etc. etc."
-o formal, heavily engraved invita- I the history of Kentucky.
Governor, and following which Mr. in obtaining accommodations. but in sight with signs such as "Knock
But little Phoebe just laughed aqd 'on to gain entrance to the hallow-It's a big and interesting affair," Clements and Mr. Weatherby will it is suggested and urged that those 'Em Back to Knoxville, "Nail Neylaughed because she knew that a d walls of the inaugural ball.
expecting to attend the Inauguration land," 'and the familiar "Maul the
says Mr. Durbin, "and the eeremon- be sworn in.
tourist spending the night in the
From Paul J. Durbin, County In- ies of a Kentucky inaugration are
should arrange for their own rooms Vols." A hugh pep rally saw sheA
city stood out like a sore thumb lugural Chairman comes a blanket the topic of conversation from one Statereception will be held at the
Capitol building on the night
No formal invitations will be dents march through the downto-wn
last week since gtests registering at 'nvititation to the people of Fulton four-vear term to the another."
, of Desember 9th, beginning 'about issued. Although at this time wr business section led by a borrowed
a local hotel were told at the desk sounty to join together and form
At* press time on Wednesday 8:00 p. m. which will be followed are inaugurating a Democratic Gov file truck and the 'Best Blind In
that there vvas no heat there and a real party trekking to the State
by, the Inaugural Ball. Formal at- erndr, vet the occasion is one in Dfixie." Fraternities, 'sororities and
didn't know when it would
be Capitol at Frankfort on December ni ht approximately twenty per- ,
ns were planning on the trip to tire is - neither necessary nor re- which all Kentuckians. regardiese dormitories produced outstanding
turned on.
9 to usher into office Earle C. sog
lawn displays and Lexington WiliThat gust of wind you saw was Clements and Lawrence W. Weath- Frnnkfort. Others wishing to at- quired for either of the foregoing. of race. color or political affilia- ness men
decorated Windows and
It will be ettremely difficult for tion, will participate. It is a public
the tourist leaving Fulton for Un- srby Democratic Governor and tend are asked to get in touch with
stort.. fronts.
ion City to spend the night. And lstitrnant Governor, reSpectively. Mr. Durbin so•that the county dele- out-of-town visitors to obtain rooms function in every sense of the word
they do it everytime.
Senator Louis Cox. State Chair- gation may participate in a body. i'' for either the 8th or 9th. It will be and all persons are most cordialb
Mrs. L. R. Willingham spent Tues+-ever like that'
-ss et' ths Tesueurol Committee
rte. Inaugural Parade will start in impossible to obtain rooms at local invited to attend.
day in Louisville.
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STATE BASKETBALL I
fEAMS TO BE.HEARD
OVER STATION WHAS I

GUARD OF HONOR
TO ATTEND BURIAL
OF PFC. ST. JOHN

SOUTH FULTON TO
NAME OFFICIALS IN
TUESDAY ELECTION

yonciti

LT3 IN COUNTY
AAA
alotri4ADE KNOWN BY OFFICIALS

$900,000 SET AS
00AL FOR BEDFAST
VETERAX.IN 1948

CLEMENTS ATTENIA
UK HOMEMING ON
LEXINGTON CAMPUS

Little
Phoebe

"On To Frankfort" Invitation Issued Countians

*

Tiff FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON KENTUCKY
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Pa4 and Johanna 2.1. Westchelin2
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

CHRISTMAS ORIGINS
ouR cwRis-rAiAgrRErsTrms-

Entered as seccr.d class rr.atter June 28, 1533. at the post office at Fulton, Ky., under the act of March 3. 1879.

'Rom THE ANCIENT NORSE
CUSTOM OF BURNING A
GIANT EVERGREEN TREE,
'TO RE-LICOIT THE DYING
wINTER SUN/
.

OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Busmess Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rat specified ty advertising department.
Bubscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton 52.00 a year. Elsewhere
$2-50 a year.
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart young Lke
syrr.pathy, like givuig oneself v.-ith enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—.knonymous.

Clean-Up Veterans Administration
There's Oeen a major reshufflir.g 'in Washington of high
gers'ernment posts reeently and .one—making General Omar
N. Bradley, Veterans Administrator. Chief of Staff—especially his our interest We've watched for the appointment

tit

1,11L

Along vsith millions c-f others we admire this honest.
forthright horne-spun soldier whom President Truman appointed as head of VA arid further rewarded with the post
as Army Chief of Staff. a pswition he justly deserves.
As administrator. Bradley believed in giving an executive
an opportenity to show his real colors, but the opportuzuty
lasted too long. HO-J; much better off he would has-e been
had he listened to gcod advise and removed many- of the
antiques, anirnate and inariirnate that craw-1 along the woodwork of that musty old building on Vermont avenue.
But te that as it rnay, we a,re happy to knov.- that busiexecutive of sorne ability has teen appointed to head
VA cn January 1. 1242. We assume that the President looked
long and hard for the right man to fill Bradley"s shoes. We
hope he has found a haiii-**iled. efficient. red-tape hating
administrator to go in and rriake a clean sweep of the deadwood teat lines the walls of cne of the most important
agencies in Government
We'd like to see Carl Gray. Jr., the new Adminsitrator.
make a real business of the worlds largest insurar.ce corr.pany. National Service Life Insurance'. instead of maintaining that aIibing. hopeless, ineffiLierrt concern that takes more
than six months to acknov.-ledge a premium payment .
.
--that is if they ever acknovsledge it.
We'd like to hear that the prima donnas,in the educational department haveltad their wings clipped and that thes
will listen to reason and do scmething when GI's clamor
for
their subsistsnce checks.
We:d like to see personnel p i- licies taken cut
of
nineteenth century vintage and reiss real hell to get efficient
help to get the job done instead of keeping the "get-toworkat-quarter-of-eight-and-leas-e-at-five type" that
wouldn't do
a task not in their jo's 'description if Hades broke
loose.
We'd like to see a veteran get a break in the Veterans
Administration.
We'd like to get some real news out of the public
relations.departmer.t instead of this hashed and re-hashed junk
that reaches cur desk every .31Icrday.
And most of all we'd like to see General Paol R.
Hawley
kept at VA at all costs ... the only redeeming
feature of the
Bradley Administration. And mind you, we are
casting no
reflections on the gaol General who steps to
Army Chief of
Staff.
We wish him God-speed in his new post!

•

PLENTY OF TIME FORM

SPICY APPLE CAKE
•

Subscribe to The Nev.'s!

LiQuORS
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iourcH sErnERS BROUGHT

I

-OLD SAINT NICHOLAS-TO
AMERICA. LI.KE THE
SAINT HIMSELF, TNEY
LEFT CHRISTMAS G/Frs
SECRErLy IN DOORWAYS:

1945.

ghoulish rr.ass of 'Tnefficiency that he inherited. Knovsing
something of the manner by which the agency operated we
have our own personal cpinions of Bradley's admir.istration
of veteran's affairs.

delegates declared.
Guests at the National Press Club
luncheon were puzzled by Speaker
Charles Luckrnan, Food Committee
chairrnbn, who was telling about
setting up the vast feed-saving program .
. he told of telephoning
"Fd Goss," who gave quick backing to this program. . . maybe he
meant Albert GOSS and maybe Ed
O'Neal .
odds are he referred
to the AFBF president.

•
FIRST CAROL SINGERS'
WERE 'WAITS;OR WATCH
MEN, OF LONDON. ON
CHRISTMAS,THEY SANG
AND BLEW IVORNS

for many months now for Bradley's resignation as heed
of the Veterans Administration has been a topi.: of conversation in the agency almost since he took the job in August
Volumes have been written regarding Bradley's ability
as the head of the agency that has spent nearly 512,000,000,000 since Vs/ Day. ELs ca-as a labor for the GI he loves.
and :there is no doubt that he accomplished as much or
more than any other hurr.a.n could have with the tottering.

then: up to date. It's up to
the lawmakers now at draft legisla
tion for Congressional action early
in January.
gave
Alabama Farm Bureau
strong backing to AFBF's sCoordi.
annual
Farm
nation" bills at its
Bureau convention in Birmingham.
-We recomrned eoordination of soil
?..onservation activities of Soil Conservation Service and Production
and Marketing Adrninistration with
that of the Extension Service..." the

Rootsof-Culture
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Distresse_f
Way to Relieve

TODAYS CHRISTMAS
GIFTS,SYMBOLIZING LOVE
AND FRIENDSHIP,INCLUDE:
BROOCHES, JEWEL-DROP
EARRINGS, FILIGREE
BRACELETS, R INGS,
CUrr LINKS, COMPACTS AND WATCHES:
DrPtpuy/it 947„pit.

ddSI
fade
get quick relief fiom snifily, stuffy distress of head colds
when you put a little Va-tro-nol in each nostril. What's nsore— it
actually helps prevent many colds from developing if used in tinsel
Try it!You II like it! Follow
clirections in the package.
CB, you

111CILII VA-MO-ROIL

jN

'cultural organizations were being
invite dto send representatives.
About
Harry L. Wingate. president of
Georgia Farm Bureau,
be the
AFBF spokesman and other farm
groups are naming their representa-tives. The Havana meeting marks
the end of the U.S. efforts to get
From Washington
adopuon of American
trade principles. In December, 1945.
Co-op Hearings
the L7.S. offered the other nations
Now that hearings on the long- proposals for creatirig an internarange farm program have been in- • uonal trade organization and agreeter:opted by the corning special ses- ing on a code of conduct i inters.on (Nov. 17), the spotlight swings national
commercial relations.
-:, House Ways and Means corr.- United Nations Eionomic and Sonuttee studies of cooperatives slat- cial Council. following through. set
ed to begirt Nov. 4. Secretary of up a committee which last April. in
Treasury Snyder was to be the first Geneva, Switzerland. polished up a witness. A report. -Taxation of charter draft which is to bc subFarmers' Cooperatives," released by rritted to the Havana conference.
the Treasury. is reported to build About 60 countries are expected to
a strong case in favor of the co-ops. be represented at the Cuban city.
Some 50 or so witnesses—fairly Plans Changed
evenly divided for and against coSenate Agriculture subcorr.mitcp taxatien—have been listed to tee is vsinding up its hearings on the
appear during the three weeks of long-range farm program Nov. 10
hearings eontinuing after the spec- at Columbia. S. C.. because of the
s: session convenes. American Farm .Special session. Indefintie postponeBureau and several State FB spokes- ment of the House investigations
men (including Indiana and Michi- finds its Agriculture committee in
gan) are to testify.
possession of testimony by- more
Every one seems to want to get than 400 farmers in 38 States visited
into the act. The Democratic na- by Chairman Hope's group.•
tional committee has just issued a
Most of the opusions secured as
statement
response to 1,100 the House hearings were ended
telegrams conserning farm coopera- Nov. 1, at Te.mple, Texas. were
tives.'" Says Chairman J. Hov.-ard reporte din favor of continuing presMcGrath: -The Dernarratis party ent prograrr.s vsith a few changes
will contir.ue . . to aid farm. cooperatives and to halt efforts to
discredit ar.1 destroy these organizations.Banks. for Co-ops
Ster..s are being taken by farm
organizations to get Banks for Cooperatives under control of farmers themselves be paying off the
Government. Around 5172.500.000 of
Federal money is reported being
used by the banks in which farrners are said to have about S40,060.006. Legislation is being drafted to
rierrr.it fsrmers to increase their
share by retiring Federal rnoney.
F,arly action is to be sought by Coneress next year.
Farmers to be Represented
Farm organizations are to be represer.ted at sthe United Nations' Internatior.al
Trade
organization
(ITO) cenference svhich opens in
Havana. Cuba. Nov. 21. President
Edward A. O'Neal cf A met'.ra
Farm &meal! recently urged the
State Department to have farre
gpoups advise the American delegation. The Departrr.ent later announced that industry-. labor and agri-

ANNOUNCEMENT

Farming

I wish to announce that I am now
back at the

DEMYER

MARKET

after two years' service in the Army here and

in Japan. I take this opportunity to invite the
patronage of all of my old friends.

JIMMY LAWS0*

LOWEST-PRICED LINE
IN, ITS FIELD...

ivw Today, as for

and, of course, only
Chevrolet gives

BIG-CAR
QUALITY
at lowest cost!

s,

months post,

&Ave‘

Chevrotet brings you the lowest-

ADM "

pnced lone of pcssenger cars in its field. And,
in ciddition to lowest prices, Chevrolet gives
you Big-Car becuiy, Big-Car comfort, Big-Car
road-action and reliability. That means outstanding dollar va! — the kind of value found

.1r
7
3 -

,//k
-

only in Chevrolet. It's the one car offering all
the advantages of BIG-CAR QUALITY AT
LOWEST COST described for you here!

Trouble-Free
Operation

FLEISCHMANN'S Dry Yeast

is ri9ht there when you need it
•Unexpected guests arriving soon? Don't fret —
Fleirchmann's Fast Riding Dry Yeast lets you
make your favorite dessert bread "quick-in-aburry"! No need to keep it in the icebox, it stays
fresh in the cupboard for weeks—always ready
for -last minute" baking. IF YOU BAKE AT
%Or
HOME—make more delicious breads, rolls,
deasert F faster—get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry 1 /ult. At your grocer's.
sss.

16...eps' in the clipboard

Iw

There's rotting Ate a Chevrolet for *lolls and
shrift. k's so saves; of gas and oa, and youl
enjoy every tele of trowel in a Chevrolet. Ns
enacilk ear, Knee-Action Gfiding Ride weans
enctra coarfori, extra rkfing-doodinees. slots,
safety on oil types of roods.

lvery radio we repair becomes
'a shining example of our highpainstaking,
ly skWed,
yet
economical service. Keep your
radio singing--rall us uhen repairs are needed.

CITY
Electric Co.
205 Commercial Ave.

Allay we remind you again of the vrisdom of
bringing your present car to us for skilled
service, pending delivery of your new Chevrolet. 54141 us for thoroughly reliable, car-saving
sorvies—todayl

You'll be genuinely proud of the smart, smooth lines and
contours— spaciousness —1u ury of Cheivrol•t's lady by
Fisher —•sclusiv• to Chevrolet
the lowest-price keld.

Got the three fold safety
of Chevrolet's Fisher Unisteel body construction,
the Knee-Actian Ride
and Positiv•-Action
Hydraulic Bralt•s—
found only in Chevrolet
he Ow low•st-prk•

CHEVROLET

City Motor Co.

Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
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Palestine Homemakers
Havp November Meeting

was discussed by Mrs. J. H.
Lawrence and James Wade at the
Palestine Homemakers Club which
met in the home of Mrs. Robert
"Planning and Styling Slip Coy. Thempson November 21.
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HOT DINNER
IN 75 SECONDS!

NEW ELECTRONIC OVEN
DEVELOPED BY GENERAL SLECTRIC USES HIGH
FREQUENCY RADIO WAVES TO HEAT PRE-COOKED
FROZEN FOODS TO 160° FAHRENHEIT IN 14 MINUTES.
WHEN AVAILABLE.COMMERCIALL IT WILL SE
TIME-SAVER FOR RESTAURANTS SHIPS ETC.

,ELECTRIC WARMTH HELPS
PLANT GROWTH i FOR MANY

Mrs. William McClana an, president, called the meeting to order at
10:30 after which the- devotional
was given by Mrs. Hillman Collier
who read the 92nd Psalm and selections from the 5th chapter of Matthew followed by parts of a poem
-Just Folks" by Edgar A. Guest
and concluded with a prayer.
Mrs. Glyn Bard, secretary-treasurer, reported that the tip money
received the night of the supper for
the Y.M.B.C. amounting to $8.64
was used to buy kitchen uten.cils
for the com.munity house.
During the business session Mrs.
Homer Weatherspoon was elected
to fill Mrs. Percy King's place.
Mrs. King resigned recently. '
Mrs. Robert Thompson gave a repent about cabinets for the community house. The president appointed Mrs. Glyn Bard and Mrs.
Charles Wright to serve with Mrs.
Thompson as a committee to secure
cabinest for the building.
Mrs. Gus Browder gave some
facts of interest about prominent
people of Kentucky. Among those
mentioned were George Rogers
Clark. Henry Clay, Jeff Davis,Justice Vinson and Brandeis. Mrs. Robert Thompson gave timely suggesttions about buying toys for children. Mrs. McClanahan introduce
Mrs. Roy Taylor, county president,
who told of her plans to visit each
club in the county.
Mrs. Hillman Collier directed the
recreational program which consisted of games "The Dinner Table"
and "Turkey Feeding'' and songs
—Thankgiving Prayer" and "Some
Folks Do." Mrs. Weatherspoon led
the group in singing.
Mrs. McLeod gave suggestions interestina reorganized communities
in the work.

Ax

YEARS GENERAL ELECTRIC HAS
,,'/4 ,1;11,141
CARRIED ON RESEARCH ON
ELECTRIC HOT BEDS.
'-'N'
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BEAUTY SHOP BETSY
BY MRS. J. A. JONES
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Lunch was served at boon to 29
members, three visitors and agent,
Mr. McLeod. The lunch was prepared and served by Mrs. Robert
Thompson, Mrs. Thomas Bruce, Mrs.
Jim Olive, Mrs. Lewis Thompson
ands Mrs. Charles Wright. Visitors
were Mrs. John Thompson Mrs.
Ida Pegram and Mrs. Roy Taylor.
The club will have a Christmas
Party and exchange of gifts at the
December ineetinf.

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
baby, Koren Gayle spent the week
end in Dresden, Tenn., and were
house guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eric
Cunningham on Locust street.
Mr. ad Mrs. Basil Mathis celebrated their sixteenth wedding anniversary the past Friday evening.
They served an elaborate dinner
to members of the immediate family and a nice time was enjoyed by
all.
Mrs. Grant Bynum suffers a deep
cold and attack of asthma requiring
some visits to Haws Hospital for
a number of treatments.
Mr. Earl Mitchell and son, Donald Earl of Paducah, were Sunday
guests of Carey Frields and family
are to spend Thanksgiving together.
Farmers were busy the
entire
week preparing tobacco for early
December market: Much of the week
has been classed and stipped already due to rainy damp season.
Donald Hasting butchered a fine
porker and is now enjoying sausage,
spare-ribs and etc.
Mrs. Ed Frields is much improved from treatments to a lame back.
She remains under the care of Dr.
Sidney Dyer.
There remains some wheat yet to
be sowed in -this section, owing to
extension rainfall in November.
The early sown wheat looks very
good at this writing.
Bird season is now in full blast
here and many join in sport and
serving quail quite often which
is of a course a deliectable dinner.
Mrs. Ishamel Byars has returned
home after undergoing an operation
at Haws Hospital.

,
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MEASURING'A MILLIONTH
IN ORDER TO MAKE REFRIGERATOR
PARTS PRECIS. GENE
IFL ELECTRIC
HAS DEVELOPED INST MENTS 70

r,
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MEASURE A miwavr °FAN/NCH/
VVITH SUCH CARE, G.E. BUILDS
PRODUCTS THAT

LAst

11
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Our Christmas Suggestion:

Dr. H. W. Connaughton

mACH,NE—MtCHiNELESS WAvES
,ER
COLD wA,
MANtGuRTNG
FULTCN,I,ENTUCKY
218 C.HuRGH ST
PHONE 34

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway
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SHOW YOU'RE THANKFUL
STILL YOUR SIGHS
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS
RAISE YOUR EYES

1.•

This Thanksgiving Dciy we should be doubly
thankful that we are hem ... in the midst
of relative plenty .. . in the land of limitless
opportunity. Here, our destiny is in our ovm
hands. We choose our ovm work ... decide
where and how we will Hee ... what we
will eat and weer . .. when end hew we
will worship. We should thank OW f
. what we have . . .
svhat we are
what we can

b..-

graiehilti*.L00.9,pORPORATION
OVER WARREN JEWELRY CO.
222 LAKE ST., FULTON
R. A. ARMSTRONG, Mgr.
Phone 1253

FARM AUCTION SALE
For Division

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1941

Phone Wt-lt
Or Call 70

SEE OUR COSTUME JEWELRY

‘04 01- \`'
e(
"
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Funeral services were held November 22 at the Walnut Grove
church. Burial was in the church
cemetery.
Mr. Srnith is survived by three
sisters, Miss Rose Smith and Miss
Etta Smith with whom at lived,
Mrs. Albert Stanton and daugh- and Mrs. Maggie Rawls of Fulton;
three
ters, Louise and Emily of Nashville, Smith brothers, Taylor Smith, Newt
and George Smith of Fulwere week-end guests of Mrs. Stanton's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon ton.
Baird.
Mrs. Nick Hudspeth and Miss CaMrs. Elizabeth Snow returned
Friday night from New York, milla Cunningham of Union City,
where she had been for the past and Mrs. Erick Ward, of Mason Hall
three weeks buying Spring. mei- were guests in the home of Mr. and
chandise for Irby's Fashion -Shop. Mrs. Gordon Baird Saturday.

Veterinary Service
Day or Night

s,

LA CHANME BEAUTY SALON

DEATHS
SMITH, Eugene Henderson, 71,
November 20 at the Haws Memorial
Huipital after suffering a heart at-

PII.OT OAK
5Irs. Mary Collins
Mr. and Mrs. Fonnie Reid of
Dukedom and Mr. and Mrs. Orbie
Bushart drove over to Kentucky
Lake last Sunday afternoon and
spent a very pleasant afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Coletharp
and boys left Friday afternoon to
visit relatives in Detroit for the
holiday season.
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Steele and

Therrais sake...am'por

GENFIAL )ELE
„CTRIC

children from Water Valley and
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wilson visited
Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Steel% Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Pauline Carr visited Mrs.
?dary Collins Friday
afternoon.
They have just returned from Colorado where they been visiting the
Pankey's and the Carr's.
They are having prayer meeting
every Wednesday night at the Baptist church. Every one is invited to
attend.

YOU CAN EAT
‘c BE VERA
04THIS PIE 0‘-
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Beginning at 1 p. m.

THREE MILES SOUTH OF FULTON, Kt
The undersigned, Royce W. Jolley, as Executor of the
Estate of Paul Lannom, deceased, will on the premises,
offer for sale and sell to the highest bidder for cash the
beautiful home and farm of the said Paul Lannom.
This farm consists of 100 acres, more .or less, located on
the old Fulton-Martin Highway, 3 miles south of Fulton, Ky.
and about 1-2 miles east of Highway 45-E, well fenced, well
xatered with one lake and three ponds, large stock barn,
granary, small orchard, double garage, two dwellings serviced by TVA, water system in both dwellings; fine farm
land, most of it sowed to certified Ladino Clover, Alfalfa
and Lespedza. One of the most beautiful home sites in this
section, and an ideal farm in a high state of cultivation.

Said lands are unincumbered, and an abstract of title
showing title in fee will be furnished the purchaser.
State and County taxes On said lands are paid and will
be paid through 1947, and the purchaser may have
immediate possession. Any who desire are invited to
inspect said lands at any time.
The auctioneer will be Charles W. Burrow of Fulton.
Royce W. Jolley, Fulton, Ky.
Executor of Estate of Paul Lannom
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The true value of telephone service is much greater
than its cost. Many types of concerns depend entirely
upon the telephone to secure business. To them it is
indispensable—yet the coat is only a few dollara a
month. In fact, in all business, the value of telephone
service is far greater than the cost.
The same it; true with respect to the everyday home
- when
and social use of the telephone.There are times
just one call alone may be worth the cost of the service
for several months.If you kept an account of the trips
your telephone saves you each month and of the comfort, protection and pleasure it affords, you would find
that the price you pay is much less than the value
you receive.'
The amount you are asked to pay,however,is never
more than enough to pay operating costs plus a return
on investment sufficient to enable the Telephone Company to secure from investors the millions of dollars
of new money needed for improvement and expansion
of the service.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
tipterporsted

Christmas
Is
Just
Around
'The
Corner

This complete "pie" represents the
total state general tax fund - 2.8% of which is
supplied by Alcoholic Beverage taxes. The figures are from the impartial Ky. Tax Research
Association.
As you can see, the nsajor portion of the
"pie" goes to our schools. Alcoholic Beverage taxes in 1947 will be large enough to pay
for a year of school for 200,000 Kentucky
children ... or large enough to pdy the
annual average salaries of 11,800 Kentucky
feathers!
You can est this pie"- and have it, tool By
preserving Licensed Sale of Alcoholic Beverages
you make sure our state will continue to got
the tax money it so greatly needs.

We have a fine selection of Jewelry for Christmas giving. Conks
in and make your selections early while our stock is most complete.

USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
WHILE OUR STOCKS ARE COMPLETE

•
ICENTUCKY BREWERS, DISTILLIOU

Ono of K••••cky's

DIS1111111t04$

gpoirocriviemhild.

WARREN Jewelry Store
'FULTON, KT.
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Pheasant Dinner_ Given
Bv NIr; and lqrs. -Myrick

Mrs. Thmoas Reid, M:s. Eph Dews, November 18.
Mrs. Ted Bush rind Mrs. C. H.
Airs. Max McKnight, Ails. Irbv , There Were 14 members
McDaniel spent Tuesday shopping
Holder. ?Mrs. -Joe Mullins, Mrs. C. :•_sdames S E. Bondurant.pre!eln,
H.'A. in Paduean.
Employees of the Hickory Log P. Bruce and neice, Wanda Sue Brown, CeTil Burnett, E. A. CarMrs. Vester Freeman, Airs. Fred
Myrick's Liguor Store and their Forrest, Mr. and Mrs. Hughy But- ver, Ray Carver, L. A. Clifton, Dean Farmer
ind
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
PHONE 926
and Mrs. C. C. Max(lelet
Collier, Harold Copeland, Jim
wives and husbands were guests of le: and Jessie Hugh.
Dawes, John Dawes, Gene Dow- spent Tuesday afternoon in May:
honor at 2 pheasant dinner given
dy, H. P. Roberts and T.
Wade.
by Mr. and Mrs. E. Myrick at the Mrs. McDade Entertains
Honored With Birthday, The prettly appointed table was Strata
.Club Sunday.
Visitors of the day were Ivies- fieRhelv. and Airs. Sam Ed Bradley
draped with a lace cloth and cen'Bridge
guests
-Lunche
The
dames Elzie Cook, T. R. William- and children left Monday to make
on Club
seated at a long
Dinner Wednesday Eve. tered with bouquets of chrysanthe- table in the were
Louisville.
their
home
in
son,
Myat
Johnson,
ballroom. The table
George Elliot,
Airs. William McDade was hostMrs. Beatrice Valentine and Leon mums.
was centered with a hugh opergn of ess to the luncheon
also Mrs. C. B. Stone and Mrs. LeFrancis Haney is spending the
club WednesFiller were honored Wednesday
Guests were AIrs. Valentine, Mr. Faii flowers flanked by pottery day
Bowers
ona
of
Louisville
who were Thanksgiving holidays with his
afternon.
Luncheon
was
served
evening. November 19, with a pot- and Mrs. Filler and son, Bernard. phGasants. At each end of the table
at the Steak House at noon. After- guests of Mrs. Clifton. Mrs. Cook mother, Mrs. Guy Haney. He atbecame a member.
luck dinner by the employees of Mrs. Filler's mother of Brooklyn, were appropriate motifs represent- wards the group went to
tends Saint Bernard's college in
Mrs. McPlanning slip covers, block- Cullman, Ala,
the Dotty Shop at the home of Mr. N. Y.. Air. and Mrs. Howard Strange, ing each place of business.
' Dade's home where games of con• Guests attending were Mr. and tract were enjoyed.
ing material and cutting continious
Marion Grodowski who Ls atand Airs. Bertes Pigue on Third 'Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kee, Airs.
W. A. Mrs. Leon Hayden, Niiss Reaceia
After several progressions'
. 'Mrs. bias strips were some of the things tending art school in Chicago is
street. The occassoin was AIis. Val- Byars of Martin, Mrs. Edna Jackson,' Weaver. Mrs. Ruth
Collins, Earl Glenn Dunn was awarded high club demonstrated by the leaders, Mrs. spending the holidays with Mrs.
entine's and Mr. Filler's birthday.
Air. and Airs. Russell Johnson, Mrs. Bryant, Aiisses Dixie and Ruelle prize and Mrs. Hendon 1.Vright
Copeland and Mrs. Dovvry who Guy Haney. He 19 originally from
Yates. Don Henry. Mr. and Mrs. ceived guest high. During
Arrangements of mums decorated • H. W. S.:2hupe find Airs. Elt
the aft- were assiste.d by Airs. McLeod, Cracow, Poland.
Nor- Rohert Pclsgrove.
Frank Scott, Mr. I ernoon coca-colas were seeved.
Home Demonstration Agent. Mrs.
the living room and dining room. man.
Mrs. Guy HSney attended the
and Mrs. Lowell Kupser and Ernest I Guests to the club were Mrs. En- McLeod asked call member to make
bedside of her husband who was
Goodwin. Photographer. Those un- gene Williamson,
more
slip
of
one
covers.
Mrs.
Slayden
seriously ill in Bluforel, ill., last
el:le to z.ttend were Mr. and Mrs. Douthitt and Airs. Hendon Wright.
Mrs. E. A. Carver and Mrs. L.A. week.
Wray Ward. Tr.. Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A:embers playing were
Clifton were program leaders for
Mesdames
Willfarns. and Dilbert Woods.
Charles Ftobert
Bennett, Glenn landscaping and The Rocking Tour ,
Steve and Estelle Taylor and Earl Dunn, Ward Johnson.
respectively. Mrs. Clifton took the
Capp.S. colored- employees. were algroup on Sn imaginary tour of
MATERNITY
so invited. Earl Capps was unable
Purcbase and on down into
the
Victory Homemakers Club Tennessee
to ettenci.
to the end of Reelfoot
DRESSES
:Meets With Mrs. Roberts Lake .
slips
— Gowns
The club will meet at the home
Nursing Brassieres
Rev. and Mrs. Mischke
One of the most interesting of Airs. L. A. Clifton, December:"
meetings of the Victory Homemak- 16 where a sumptuous Christmas
DOTTY SHOP
Honored With Reception ers
Club was held at the home of dinner will be served and gifts will
Re V. and Mrs. W. E. Atischke and Mrs. H. P. Roberts, Highway 94,
be exchanged.
children. Walter and Niary Ellen,
were graciously honored with a rec.eption Wednesday evening, November 19 at the First Methodist
che.,:ch given by the Sunday school
and .:hurch members.
The reception was to commeratel
the return of Rev. Mischke for his
fifth year. as pastor of the church.
He is the only pastor to return for
the fifth year.
The tables were bountifully lade.n. The guest of honor's table was
es 4-2
centered with a cornucopia woven I
aia's
from. Fall - flovvers by Mrs. Ernest
Jenkins and overflowing vi7ith fruits.
'Lighted yellow candles cast a soft
glow over the festive scene. Arrangements of Fall flowers decorated the windows.
The highlight of the evening was
the presentation of an eight place
17 X4
setting of sterling sliver to the
Mischke family by Tommy Exurn,
Max McDade. Richard Cardwell,
89c
Buddy White, Eddie Moore and Joe
Barnes.
INCLUDING
Roper field, Sunday school su50-WATT
perintendent. presided over the evTRANSFORMER
ening and Mrs. W. M. Haws led a
Ira I 0
STEAM
group in singing.
SHOVEL
Over 300 church members and
friends were present.

The Woman's Page

WAIT REFRESHED
HAVE A COCA-COLA

1111111111111111111111•1111P'

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM...EACH A REAL VALUE!

Michorkai
MOTOR
BOAT

Bunco Club Has November
Meeting At Boyd's Home

PLEASE return
empty bottles promptly

some) UPON Ammar or nit COCA-COSA COMPANY sr
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
190, Ths Caos-Ccan Cows/

0

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Sr ,
were hosts to the November meeting
of the Bunco Club Thursday night
November 20 at their home on theUnion City highway. A delicious
pot-luck supper was served before
the garne be_gan.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs:
Alton Matheny, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Cheatham. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cochran, Air.
and Mrs. James Meacham, Mr. and

DOTTY'S GIGANTIC

A
ifjpir fa
4toof
, .s Up and

STREAMLINED FAST FREIGHT

ELECTRIC TRAIN
EVERY CHILD'S HEART'S DESIRE . . . EVERY
FATHER'S SECRET AMBITION, SETTING IT UP
ON CHRISTMAS MORN IS ONE OF LIFE'S
GREATEST JOYS RESERVE YOURS NOWI

Turns! $2-45

II" LONG!

®

51425
EASY TERMS

INCLUDING
TRAILER

$395
HOOK and

LADDER TRUCK.

TRACTop

S1.65

WESTERN AUTO ASSOC, A ELMORE

202 LAKE St.

FULTON

PHONE 142

The Gift That Goes
Right to Her Heart!

DRESS SALE
We are offering you a buy of buys .. . We are overloaded on dresses and
must UNLOAD .... 150 dresses that are being sold at of their original
price ... Here is a SALE -you can't miss ... Buy 2 or 3 at these prices ...

YeeeetfAea31
CEDAR CREST

Mark the special occasion in
life. Pry into her heart and her life with a gif she'll.treasune ALL her
you'll find it's a Roos Sweetheart
Chest she wants. This style is so
Cedar
fine it was chosen to be NATIONAL
ADVERTISED. WE feature it at a very
LY
speclal price!

CREPES - WOOLS - FAILLES - GABARDINES ... ALL SIZES
NO EXTRA (OST
FOR THE
traVitAJI.Ole ROOS

88

UTIL-TRAY
Complr.te the handy
utility of the chest.
Streamlined design;
full chest length; lined
bottom. Self-rising
when lid is raised. May
be tilted up or lifted
out readily.

Values To
$14.95

Values To
$19.95
MOTH
INSURANCE
INCLUDED!

SUIT
SALE
A
REAL
BUY!
MII

$15 offq gitiNop

Satr:"7517-iINCIIIRESINTZ:

THE
VERY LATEST
MODERN DESIGN...
A rich example of fine craftsmanship. Exterioc of lovely hand.
matched veneers. Moth-defying interior
of Y41 aromatic red cedar.

Also! See The All-Cedar, Wal nut Veheer
CAVALI

ER Chests

Easy Terms

$2 per week

Fulton Hardware & Furnitun Co.
208 LAKE STREET

P7.77,0-',T,E .1

Friday, November 28, 1,947
HELLO WORLD
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Batts are
the parents of a seven pound and
one ounce son, Robert Andrew, Jr.,
born Saturday night November 22
at the Fulton hospital.
-Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Birminger,
of LassaIle, Ill., announce the birth
of a six pound and 12 ounce baby
girl, Karen Sue, born Friday November 21 at the Peeples Hospital
in Peru, Ill. Mr. and Mrs. Berninger formerly lived in Fulton.

7own Topics
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Little have returned from a" trip to Atlanta City,
N. J., and other points of interest.
Mr. and Mrs. William McDade
and children, Millie and Betty
spent Thanksgiving in Mayfield
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. McDade attended the Mayfield-Paducah game in Paducah in the afternoon.
Airs. Leora Bower. Mr. and Mrs.
C. B. Stone have returned to their
home in Louisville after visiting
Air. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton at Cliftcrest.
Aliss Mary Neal Jones of Memphis spent the week end with her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Jones
on Edclings street.
Airs. Pauline Genung of Chicago
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Williams at their home on
Eddings street.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULtON, KENTUCKY

Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Riddle atMr. and Mrs. R. P. Felkner and
tended the Murray-Western home- children of Emporia, Kan., arrived
coming game in Murray Saturday. Monday to visit her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Sr., on the
- Mary Ann Hill and Betty Gregory Union City highway.
were weekend guests of Jane Lee
Ray in Central City, Ky.
Mrs. C. H. McDaniels and daughter, Susan spent the weekend in
Miss Mary Nell Winston of Mem- West Frankfort, Ill.
phis was a week end guest of her
mother, Mrs. Sam Winston on Third
Dr. and Mrs. Glenn Bushart have
street.
returned froma trip to Louisville.
ne4,4•••••••11.1.1H•Oee-ei+4•44.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Jr., have
Misses Barbara Ann Roberts,
Air. and Mts. James Boaz and
moved to the Charlie Newton home Charlene Martin, Janice
Lowe, Bet- sons of New Orleans, Louisiana are
on the Martin highway.
ty Jane Forrest and Marjorie Puck- the guests of Mrs.
Sam Winstead.
ett spent last week end in LouisMr. and Mrs. Charlie Newton left ville and attended
the University of
Mrs. Corrie Hamilton of Mayfield
Sunday for Florida where they will Louisville Homecoming
Saturday is visiting in the home of Mrs. IL
spend the winter.
afternoon.
Nall on the Martin highway.
Carl Puckett returned Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs., J. M. Berrong of
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Barrong, Mrs.
from Chicago where he was at- Detroit, Mich.,
are the guests of Carl Puckett and Mrs. Marsh
tending the bedside of his brother, Mrs. Carl Puckett at
her home on Baughn spent Tuesday in Missouri
Paul Puckett.
the Union City highway.
visiting relatives.

..That Man's Here Again....

••

Yes Sir, folks, its only- 22 shopping days and seven hours off until Santa Claus
has to produce a
brand spankin' new set of gifts for the whole family. Have you been thinkin' about
it yet?

lircs•f.;,N4110
(xi
(

That reminds us of the story about the young man, who was sayin' "When
I think that tomorrocv is
you: birthday, and when I think that I didn't know you a year ago .... and his
wife interrupted with:
"Don't let's talk about the past. Let's talk about my present."
Look around the house today and you'll find a lot of things you can give .
.. a new platform rocker
for Ma in the living room, or a 9-way floor lamp to brighten it up for her
company ... a nice set of boudoir lamps for sis's dressing table, and a fuzzy shag rug for her room. Just about
every room in the house
could use a nice piece of furniture, couldn't it?
Another thing about giving furniture is that It's not only something practical that
will be used for a
long time, but sometimes you can give it as a gift and not have to buy it later
anyhow.
Come on down to our store and let Bill or Miss Farmer show you alound and help
you decide what to
get. We're loaded with things ... and most of 'em are really fine, too.

Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson of
Nashville, Tenn., spent Thanksgiting with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
-Exum and other relatives.
Air. and Mrs. Baucom .Tegethoff
and son. Bobby Joe. have returned
to their home in Carbondale, Ill.,
after attending the funeral of his
mother, Mrs. George Tegethoff.
They also visited Mrs. Tegethoffs
parcnts. Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Williams in Fair Heights.
--Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bush and children spent Thanksgiving with her
parents in Paducah.
Air. and Mrs. Clifford Shields and
little Dorothea. spent Thanksgiving
with relative's in Paducah.

CHIFFEROBES

Airs. Harry Plott of Duquion,
spent the wet k end with her father, T. Ni. Exum and other rleatives.

If they're yellin' for closet space,
this will do the trick, but good•
Nice big mirror and lots of draw
ers. Walnut finish.

'Ai:. and Mrs. Allen Shelton and
chilclien of Champayne. III., are the
guests of hcr parents. Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Sharpe on Bates street.

TABLE LAMPS
Just

the kind Ma ,vould buy
herself . . . and we have lots of
of good floor lamps to dress up
the house, too.

$4.95 to $15

$29.95 to $46.95

SPRINGY
2-Pc LIVING ROOM SUITES

Mrs. Robert Witty of Jackson.
Tenn.. atte-ndeil the funeral of Mrs.
G. W. Tegethoff held at Walnut
Grove Thursday.
•Air. and Mrs. Roy
Mrs. G U S Bard left
Nashville. where Mr.
take treatments for a

Hamby and
Monday for
Hamby will
broken foot.
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PERIAL

•
•

cadreE,
WALLPAPERS

•
•

KNEE HOLE DESKS

Get one for sis's room or for
that blank wall in the hall. Any
one of 'em will reflect your good
judgment.

Here's the kind of furniture that will keep the company talking for weeks and will really throw the family in a cheer. Fine
spring-filled cushions, your choice of tapestry or velours. Keep
'em out of the house and we'll deliver it Christmas Eve.
$9950 to $21400

Guaranteed to help Ma balance
tne budget every time. Keeps
envelopes and pencils where you
want them. Seven deep drawers,
nice waterfall or mahogany finishes.

$28.75 to $60
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BREAKFAST
•
•
•
•

*intriguing telors1
• Dramatic patterns!

•

SETS

Bring your company in the kitchen and be proud of it. Strong,
tubular steel and easy-washing
porcelain top.

SOFT MATTRESSES

If you're a little bit crowded, here's a fine dining table that
stretches out full size. Table includes Tatra center leaf;
buy as many chairs as you like; and more if you need 'em
later.

Nationally advertised Stria "Perfect Sleeper,4 tuftless, coil
spring, for the best sleeping you ever had in your life!

Tables, $49.50 to 79.50
•

$59.95 to $89.95

•Se• tisiun now!
•
•
With Imperial, yew can ii• sem
• of foir prises. In whatever price •
range you(hooey Imperial papers.
•
:
• you can be sure of fair prices ..
established by the manufacture:
• and plainly shown in sample •
books.
•
•

Venetian Blinds
Glass
Pittsburgh Paints

FULTON PAINT &GLASS
CO.
210 Church

FINE DROP-LEAF TABLES

Phone 909

$28.95

Chairs,$7.50 to $12.95 each

$34.50

$49.50

McDade
Solid Oak Breakfast Sets
Dress up Ma's kitchen and make eating
a pleasure around the house, even with
high prices. Separate center leaf, table and
4 chairs.

$39.25 tn $79.95

FURNITURE CO.
212 Church Street

.++++++++++.1-1-+++++++++++++++++4.1H444++++++++4 4.+4••••••••••••

FEJLTON

You'll tickle sis to death with this, because
sonsethIng shell have and keep for
the
rest of her days. Full Cedar lined, full size
tray under top.

$57.25. $56.50

a+040.4.04.0.4.4.1.+4.1.4++++++++++++.+4...+44+++.4.4..,..4....
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PALESTINE

WEST STATE

I

Miss Martha Jean Warren spent
Tuesday night with Miss Naomi
Williams.
Mrs. J. T. Hedge honored Mrs.
Jack Foster with a stork shower
Wednesday, November 19. Refreshments were served to the'following
guests: Mesdames Marine Tommis,
Rosie Murphy, Mildred Butter, Estelle Brann, Mildred Ervin, Betty
Wilson, Maud Jones, Lizzie Foster,
Ophelia Jones, Mary Nell Gossum,
Anie Lowry, Iness Lowry, Martha
Lou Croff and the hostess, Mrs. J.T.
Hedge. She received many nice
gifts.
Rev. and Mrs. Bill Lowry visited
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Lowry Friday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Williams was
in Mayfield Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oria Forester spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Foster.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Foster were in
Fulton Saturday.
A birthday supper was given Saturday night in honor of Jack Foster's 19th birthday in the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Foster. Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Bulter, Mr. and Mrs.
Elno Foster and Mr. and Mrs. Oria
Forester.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Butter
spent Frdiay with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Butter.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Lowry attended church at Cane Creek Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milfard Vincent and
little daughter were in Mayfield
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Vincent SatMr. and Mrs. Guy Vincent spent
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Milford Vincent.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Yates and sons
and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil TayTor spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Fields.

Eugene Bard, student of Bowling
Airs. Edgar Gri om
Green, Ky., accampanied by his
Mrs. Lucian Brow er, Fulton, roommate, Stanley Grady of Jackspent' the day Wedne day with her son, Miss., spent the week end with
sister, Mrs. Raymond Gambill.
homefolks. They attended the MurMr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom re- ray-Western game Saturday afterturned Thursday night from Spring- noon.
hill community after attending the
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weatherbedside of Mrs. Grissom's father, spoon and son, Dan spent Sunday
unimis
who
Weatherspoon
W. M.
with Mr. and Mrs. Will Weatherproved.
spoon near Beelerton.
Mrs.
of
mother
Mrs. Conner,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Babbitt and
Marshall Doughty, is very ill at Mrs. Leon Foreminhle of Memphis
Haws Clinic.
spent Saturday night with Mr. and
/sirs Chas. Underwood of north Mrs. William McClanahan. They
of town spent Wednesday with her were here to attend the bedside
daughter. Mrs. Raymond Gombill of Mrs. Dave Brown, who passed
away Sunday morning at Fulton
and family.
Mrs. C. B. Caldsvell fell and broke hospital.
Mrs. C. B. Caldwell had the misher left arm while washing winfortunate of falling last Wednesday
dows.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Carlton and night and braking her left arm.of
Those attending the funeral
children of Trenton spent Saturday
ngiht and Sunday with her par- Mrs. Stroud mother of Frank Stroud
ents; Mr. and Mrs. Julian Fulcher last Thursday at Oakwood church
ar.d Myrtle and Mr. and Mrs. Bud near Clinton were: Mr. and Mrs.
Eston Browder, Mr. and Mrs. HillFulcher and family.
Several children of our com- man Collier, Harvey Pewitt, Ray
munity were out of school Friday Bard. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Evans and
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown.
because of a teachers meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder spent
Rev. and Mrs. Ear] Baird of CaYee
and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Cal Hogg
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. on 4th street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell were
West
and Mrs. Julian Fulcher.
State Line Cottage Prayer Meet- dinner guets of Mr. and Mrs. Hilling was held in the afternoon at man Collier Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pewitt and
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom. Some fifty persons attend- Jimmie Wallace visited Kr„s. Harold
ed. Brother Jackie Jackson did the Pewitt and son at her parents, Mr.
preaching.
and Mrs. D. Nelson Sunday afterMrs. Dan Henry of Hickman noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thompson
spent Friday with her mother and
brother, Mrs. Bertha Nugent and and daughter, Rita left for Danspend
ville, Ky., Wednesday to
David.
Miss Ruth Donoho of the Johnson Thanksgiving with her parents.
;-Grove community and Miss Joy TayA turkey supper will be served
lor of West State Line spent Sat- Friday night at Community building
urday night with Miss Edna Hicks. tor the benefit of the new parsonRalph Rawton of Paducah spent age.
Saturday afternoon at his farm
known as the Wes Browder farm.
ROUTE THREE
LATHAM
He also spent a short while with
BIBLE UNION
Miss Martha Williams
Roy Bard on the Middle Road.
Mrs. W. C. Morrisor
Mrs. Paul Bone and Mr. Brady
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gambill
Mrs. Obera Shanklin attended the
and son Micheal were the dinner Williams of Union City visited their
guests of Mrs. Gambill's mother, brother, Andrew Williams and fam- Farm Bureau convention at Nashville last week.
Mrs. Chas. Underwood north of ily Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry. Mr.
Friends of this community wish
town Sunday.
Andrew
Misses
Mrs.
and
Williams,
to
extend sympathy to the Stovall
Mrs. Arnn Cruce spent Saturday
night and Sunday with Mrs. Mollie- Martha ancl Sue Williams, and Mrs. family in the passing of their mothR. S. Gossum and Larry were in er, Mrs. Janie Stovall who died la-•t
Fulcher and family.
Thursday. She suffered a second
Thursday, November 27ht is Mayfield Tuesday.
Thanksgiving and I am sure each
Billy Williams is spending the naralvtic stroke reeently. She was
reader has a lot to be thankful for. week with relatives in Winchester. buried Friday at New Hope church
cemetery near Ruthville.
I. with many readers wish- for all KASeveral of this com.mu,nity atthe very best for this Thanksgiving
Miss Naomi Williams and Miss
holiday and may God bless you is Tra Lau Taylor were in Mayfield tended the funeral of Mrs. Howard
Pentecost at Dresden last Sunday
my prayer.
afternoon.
Mrs. Thelma Ivil of Detroit is visnnieewr?
riPx-NvP-P-ireent7,
iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Cotten and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ivil
of Latham.
ft,
Mrs. Mary Lou Connaughton
spent last week with her parents.
vT7`
Mr. arid Mrs. Irvin Shanklin while
lesir•ses-safs
—
her husband attended a vetinarians
OF THE
convention in Louisville,
Hubeit and Jimmy Jackson mide
.
VT 11
a business trip to St. Louis last
LD
Friday. They are expecting a new
smbulance this week.

Aich graditions

Your Jewelry Gift....
Treasured for its Lasting Beauty and Sentiment.
F
a

no finer

than

6/(//i/a(

ro.
—
row.

Reflecting the rare beauty and gracious living of
the Old South—Virginia Reel Trio, containing
three Guest Cruets of Cologne—each a different
fragrance 1.25. Large Luxury Decanter ot Bubble Bath Crystals 1.75.
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CITY DRUG CO.

tN4,
f4t0'

408 LAKE STREET

PHONES 70,

928

C. H. 01cDANIEL, Pharmacist; Owner

FT. WAYNE
INDIANAPOLIS
EVANSVILLE
MEMPHIS

Ii
The smartly styled Donald model
shown of left is priciod at S96.00,
Federal Excise Tax included. It has
• 14K gold cose, a 19 jewel movesii•nt. and many technological improvements iypicel of present day
Hamilton watches (including th• new
Hamilton Elinvar•Extra hairspring).

-

Phone 44
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ek.e.1929
The Meadowbrook model shown at
left sold for S1C0.00 in 1929. This
model also hod 19 jewel movement
and a 14K gold case and all of the
technological advancements of that
day. If there had been a Federal
Excise Tax in 1929, Hte Meadowbrook would have sold for S120.00.
Tos Included—actually $24 00 more
Man the new Hamaton Donakl nsischol
of today.

a

SHAFFER
PENS AND PENCILS
AND SETS

OLGA ..• K51106
14K weave of wile
gok1-111•4.

ieft
HAMILTON*

•

at 21
An

WORN BY
SMART MEN
Strictly mannish...GOTHIC, this
authentic initial ring is worn and preferred by smart men everywhere.
Made of heavy yellow gold in a wide
variety of styles to fit any budget.
Ideal as a gift, for GOTHIC RINGS
last a lifetime. And here's a tip for
the gals, GOTHIC RINGS make ideal
friendship and engagement rings for
men So remember the name GOTHIC

AMERICAS MOST REAUTIFUl

14247.4.•
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UNION BUS STATION
4th and Carr

.
5425
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4:00..P. M.
1:30 P. M.
11:05 A.4."
Round Trk
$1'1.65
$17.10

17 jewels

cod& &de today

' ts.1/

4:00 A. M.
.
1:25 P. M.
11:15 p. M.
One Way
$6.45
$9.50
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All the loveliness and fire you've dreamed of in your
diamond ... because Cardinal Bonded Diamond Rings
are actually bonded to guarantee the Cardinal
principles of clarity, brilliance, proportion prd olpr.

It pays to advertise in The News!

.Ly
A r Indianapolis
Ar; Detreit
Fa7es
To Indianapelis
To Detroit

roam
17 jewela
$496°

Bu LOVA!

DETROIT
aftet
INDIANAPOLIS
TOLEDO

or
th
19

You can't give
a finer gift...

iee can now sign up for service in
Europe, including the Mediterranean, or may choose to serve the first
full year in the area in which they
enlist. in this country. on a threeyear enlistment in the Regular
Army.

Here's time-saving service to Indianapolis, Detroit, ond
important intermediate points! By eliminating local stops,
Greyhound's through buses cut running time to a minimum...
add extra convenience to your Greyhound travel ot no extra
cost! Equally fine service to Memphis.
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Mr. and Mrs. William McDade
spent Tuesday in Memphis on business.

Erfric44 Seuieee

suisOVA
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,
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Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dunn and
.-hildren Bobby and Carol and Mrs.
Vester Freeman spent Thanksgiving in Paducali with Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Dunn.

THROUGH

MOST POPULAR
!FINE WATCH!

bonded
diamond
•
rings

SOUTH

-4
•-,
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NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
STERLING SILVER
RCKKE SHARPE AND CAMBRIDGE
CUT GLASS
BIRTHSTONE RINGS AND MANY
0111ER SMART GIFT IDEAS
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AndrewsJewelry Co.
226 Church Street

Fulton.
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!Tester W. E. Allen is getting along
aids in keeping the eggs clean.
nicely in Chicago, Ill. I.C. hospital. Cayce F. H. A.
j Straw or ground corn cobs make exMrs. Minnie Davis of -/sishville
The Cayce F. IL'A. Chapter held cellent litter. Nests should
has returned to her home after
a its regular meeting November 17. cated on the sides facing awaybe lo[ weeks visit with Mrs. J. T.
from
Travis
During the business session the the door if possible. This keeps
at her home on Edding street.
the
minutes of the last meeting•were nests dark and the hens are
Carr and Third Streets
Fulton, Kentucky
not exWe are glad to see Mrs. J. T.
read and approved. Plans were cited by people entering the house.
By Alice &Jerk
Travis up after several weeks
made to attend the District F.H.A. Adequate feeding space should
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
ness at her home on Edding street.
meeting at Mayfield December 6. provided in the form of stationabe
ry
What great American suggested
Hello folks, here we are again
feeders
with
The
chapter
guards
is
working
to cut down
one of
PHONE 7
with the good old "Roundhouse I having the League of Nations?
Lets get our cards in with the their goals. "International Rela- on feed wastes. Fresh water should
Roundup' about the folks you know
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
be
kept
before
tionship
the
"
sending
by
hens
clothes
at
all
times
Euto
answers to the questions in as this
and want to hear about
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
and water containers should be
Our safety rule for this week is is the last question for the month rope.
Director
and
Embalm
er
Director
and Embalmer
cleaned daily.
After
of
the
business
Novembe
meeting
"When
r, December is a new
rule 37:
, Mrs.
water is to be takMRS. J. C. YATES
Well kept harries and barns with
en • from penstock, the manhole contest so lets get busy and see if 'Grace Cavender, -county health
Lady Assistant
'list not be opened until the pen- you can win. Therc is a different j nurse, gave a very interesting talk neat yards are signs of thrifty and
The next meeting will be De- prosperous farming.
stock has been pulled around to prize each month and each month
cember 20.
position. Replace manhole cover be- is a new contest.
fore returning penstock to normal
position."
Adequate Shelter
Lets all remember to be safety
For
Poultry Need
minded at all times and remember
not to depend on the other fellow to
For
Winter Months
keep you from getting hurt.
By Tom Carnes
I have been asked the question
"How do they count the years" or
With winter coming on, our minds
in other words. "when you take
turn to thoughts concerning the
your pension what years do they
comfort of our poultry and live
Under Public Law 367 of the 80th [ stock.
take to figure your pension pn.
If adequate shelter is proThat will be our railroad question Congress. approved by the President vided for live
stock and poultry it
August 5, income tax for those dythis week.
will take less feed to carry them
They take the years 1924 to 1931 ing in service between the dates through the winter in good condiand 1937 to 1946 and at the end of Of December 7, 1941, and January tion. They will
also be able to more
this year it will be from 1937. to 1, 1948, shall not be assessed for efficiently use
the
1947 they average the earnings the taxable year of death nor for supplied them the feed and range
following sprirrg.
from 1924 to 1931 then multiply by previous years in service.
While driving through the counAt the same time the law remGuesswork has no part in our service de20 then take the average from 1937
try
side
around
here I have noticed
partment! Here's why!
to 1946 and multiply by 10 then edies an unfairness Previously exmany
nice barns which appear to
total by figures after you have mul- isting by permitting rebate of intiplied then divide by 360, then come taxes paici while in war serv- be in very good condition. but there
It is manned by well-trained mechanics—
seems
to
be a difinite lack of interPrevious legislation provided
you take 2 percent of the first $50
working with up-to-date precision tools in a
est
as
far
as
poultry
housing is
1 1-2 percent of the next $1.00, then that income taxes for years of war
well-equipped, modern shop. When you
1 percent of next $50 then total this service prior to death would be concerned.
bring your John Deere Farm Equipment to us
Plans
for
forgiven
differen
t types of poulif not paid, but if paid,
that will be your earning for one
for reconditioning, it will be handled quickly
year then multiply by 30 and that could not be refunded. Under Pub- try houses can be obtained from the
and efficiently. Nothing will be omitted;
will give you your monthly annuity. lic Law 367, refunds are in order Extension Service or your State
university. As each farm presents
nothing unnecessary added. If new parts are
Q. I am a woman, 59 years of age, and will be paid.
required, only ger:wine John Deere parts will
Another law, Public Law 310, ap- a different problem there is proband have performed more than 30
years cif service. Do I understand proved August 1, enables war pris- ably no one house which would
be used—assuring you of dependable percorrectly that I can receive an an- oners captured during war in a U.S. suit all farms. A good house is the
formance throughout the life of the machine.
"Kentoc
ky
type'. house for one hunnuity at age 60 which will not be possession and removed else where
reduced berause I am less than 65 to exclude their pay for service in dred birds. It is economical to build
Regardless of the work to be done, you
and
very
convenie
nt.
a U.S. possession in fuguring inyears of age?
can be sure of high quality work at the lowest
Your pOultry house should be
A. Yes. Women who have per- comes taxes in certain cases. Removpossible cost ... when we do the job. Let's
forrned 30 years of service are eligi- al elsewhere does not affect Pro- large enough to allow about four
talk over your farm equipment servicing revisions of Section 251 (which P.L. square feet of floor space for each
ble for full annuities at age 80.
quirements the next time you're in town.
No sense and nonsense cause most 310 amends) which permits such bird housed. There should be plenty
accidents.
persons to be treated as if thcy had of ventilation and light. Dropping
You may be hell bent, but don't not left the possession. Further in- pits are prefered over dropping
fortnation may be obtained bv con- boards because this eliminates ininsist on company!
When you walk. take steps for tacting the Kentucky Disabled Ex- jury to hens caused by jumping off
Service
Men's Board. 1405 West the boards. The pits should be about
safety.
18 inches deep and covered with a
W. M. Blackstone attended the Broadway. Louisville. Ky.
heavy wire. A deep dry litter on the
suggestion committee in Jackson,
Tt pays to advertise in The News! floor helps keep down disease and
Tenn.. Monday.
M. M. Matlock, J. A. Bowers, J.S. ****4.4.
Mills. John Cavender. Ben Schwerdt,
E. R. McMahon attended the supervisor's dinner and meeting In
Jeckson. Tenn., Wednesday night.
It was held in the Gold Room of
the New Southern Hotel with S. H.
Lynch as speaker of the evening. I
Stop! Look! and Lessen accidents. I
Mrs. L. C. Williams. telephone'
of Jackson. Tenn., was the guest of [
relatives in Fulton Sunday ond
Monday.
This week I would like to mention an engine watchman .here at
the roundhouse which nearly everyone in Fulton knows. He entered
service here September 12. 1919. he
was born in Belmont, Miss.. June
4. T900 the son of Ann and Judge
Haley and was named James Governor Ilaley. Governor as he is
known to everyone started his railroad career 28 years ago here at
Fulton, and has lost very few days
since he started. Governor married
the former Odessa Hampton MitThis week marks our Second Anniversary of banking in Fulton,
chell and they have one daughter,
and we feel that the occasion calls
Velma Haley. They own their home
for the Publication of the figures below and the expression of
our sincere THANKS to all of you who
at 227 Lake street ext.
have made this rapid growth possible.
Another one of the boys I would
like for you to meet is Dick Jones.
coal chute operator, born in Fulton
February 20, 1895 to Dorothey and
During these past two years we have endeavored to assist you
at every opportunity and we shall
Calley Jones. Dick started his railcontinue to do so within the limits of progressive banking practi
road career July 1915 as a engine
ce.
watchman. and at the present has
32 7..ears of faithful service with the
I.C. Dick makes his home at 400
If we have not yet numbered you as one of our patrons, we cordially invite
Lake street ext.
you to drop in and see
whene
ver we can be of service. We are here to help you:
us
Mrs. M. M. Matlock and children
spent Friday and Saturday in Paducah.
We welcome Newton Smith Jr. a
•-•se--"-/
new employee into our Illinois Central family.
Mrs. Ruby Harper, one of our
smiling telephone operators. has reOUR TWO-171AR RECORD
turned from Chicago after a visit
with her son and his family.
DEPOSITS
The telephone operator with a
TOTAL ASSETS
*Immo
smile, has run off for awhile did she
ask you if she could be off? She
didn't me so lets get after her when
she returns to work never the less
982,830.39
we miss her when she isn't working.
30 Jun. 1947
1,045,423.28
Mrs G. A. Thomas and daughter.
875,490.26
Betty have returned from Jackson.
31 Dec. 1946
975,483.58
after a visit with friends.
802,24
9.78
We are glad to hear that Water
27 Nov. 1946
894,418.30
613,580.65
30 Jun. 1046
683,356.41
277,953.55
30 Dec. 1945
382,988.71
86,451.96
27 Nov. 1946
181,451.96 -

Roundhouse
Round-Up

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

INCOME TAXES NOT
D TERAN
DYING IN SERVICE

Williams Hardware Co.

4th Street
FULTON

BUY ON1Y OfNU/Nf JOHN DEERE PARTS - THEY FIT AND WEAR LIKE THE ORIGINALS

Our Thanks To You.......

YOu Have Made This Record Possible!

.$1,235,289.93 17 NOV. 1947

$1,320,544.19

WATCH

REPAIRING
ElFFICIENT
PROMPT sod
COURTEOUS SERVICE

Fulton Bank

TOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR

e7peunsake
DIAMONDS

R. M. KIRKLAND

Safety -.Service - Satisfaction
BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Ira W. Little, Chaietnan; W. S. Atkins, Presiden
t; Russell H. Pitchford, VicePresident and cashier; Frank T. Beadles; Maxwell F.. McDade; Gilson
D. Latta; Bob White.
MEMBER F. D. I. C.

JEWELER
MAIN ST.

FULTON, KT.
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POEM AFTER
Some of this gladsome money, at ment, Puliman-Stattdard is sponsor- other material except wood and WRITES
EXPERIENCE IN MUD
least, will jingle through ,mer- ing influenza shots again this year, steel . . . The 43 million workers
,ever .the to provide workers a deterrent in non-agricultural pursuits did all, After they got stuck in mud, on
chants' cash registers all'
September, according _la their way to a club meeting, memU.S. The Christmas Club as a means against the illness and to reduce right
Homemakers
REAL ESTATE and
of savittg was started in the mutual resultant losses of wages and pro- government figures. Average week- bers of the HaPpy climbed out
savins banks, which are largely duction. The program is entirdly ly pay was $50.42, whicr was 112 Club in Logan county
AUCTIONEEk
PUBLIC
per cent better than in 1939. Cost of their cars, took off their sboes
You do not tear muth about thrift concentrated in the east. But other voluntary, workers filling out cards of
on- z.nd stockings aQd started on in the
risen
has
meanwhile,
living,
who
Those
preference.
their
stating
idea
the
up
took
oldbanks
of
an
be
types
to
seems
these days It
. . . Corporate busi- old-fashioned wtTy. Then Fred Tis- OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
fashioned word as- well as an old- quickly, and now people all through sign up are called from their work ly 30 per cent
1946 earned 4.7 cents on each dale, husband of the club's presiBANK—PHONE 61
fashioned virtue. But the Chris- tne country make use of their con- and given, the vaccine by nurses ness in
dollar, which was less than in dent, came to their revue with a
tmas Clubs as an example of thrift venience. There is a moral here under the supervision of plant phy- sales
oran
CED,
The
.
.
.
1941
or
1929
sicians.
tractor and trailer. The c xperiene- Palm and City Property
—and as a means of storing up pur- somewhere. It seems to be simply
THINGS TO COME—They are ganization of large bisiness men incited one of the .women te writ.%
chasing power for the gift season— this: give the average American a
sma:1
help
/o
program
a
plugging
is
placof
out
things
new
making
still
a
List or Buy With Us!
poem called "Meeting at Mrs.
are thriving as never before. More specific purpose for saving and he
business. Program'is based on three Tiadatles."
than two million Americans saved 'an he counted to act as thriftily as "ics: here comes a new plastic cur- points:
manof
1. help in problem
ler which bends with the contour of
year any New Englander.
million this
almost $150
the head and allows milady a good agement; 2. help on taxes and fibank
mutual savings
through
BATTLING FLUE--The state- night's sleep with her hair "up"— nancing; 3. help on competitive opChristmas Clubs. The average sum ment that influenza vaccine is helpof 874.54 is now at the disposal of ing to build freight cars may seers a you can keep your live bait alive portunity.
each man and woman partictpant. bit facetious to most people, but longer by putting the minnow in
a plastic case perforated in such a
that is just what it is doing, in sort way •that the water passes through
plants
the
of a roundabout way in
—at least four more companies are
Accurate
of one of the nation's largest manu- getting out that plastic that the
facturers of freight equipment— youngsters use for blowing bubWORKMANSHIP
Pullman-Standard Car Manufactur- bles . . . Through electronics they
A year ago, Pullman- are now able to locate leaks in pipeAt Low Cost ing Company.
Standard sponsored free flu shots lines, valves and tanks, while GenWatches Cloaks and Time
for its emploYees in 80 per cent of eral Electric announces an improved,
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratethe cases. Actually, the results were ed version of the "electric eye" An agriculture meeting of Kenly Repaired at Low Cost by—
much better, for in one plant alone, which can see up to 1,000 feet . . . tucky town and country business
where 10 persons were innoculated, Latest kitchen gadget is a pair of leaders, sponsored jointly by the
ANDREWS
more than 98 per cent kept off the stainless steel plyers for gripping Agriculture -committee of the KenJEWELRY COMPANY
sick list. With the nation's railroads hot pans and other utensils . . . A tucky Chamber of Commerce and
Ladly in need of new freight equip- new sun lamp folds under the bed the Kentucky Farm Industry Connand is equipped with a built-in au-1,Fil, was held at the Seelbach Hotrs1
'omatic timer . . . Not alone the-i'n Louisville Monday evening. No.notor car companies but the motor vember 24.
James C. Stone, who pioneered
-ycle manufacturers are• introducing new models now complete with with the late Judge Robert Worth
Bingham in the formation of burall types of accessories.
ley tobacco cooperatives, is AgriAVIATION—Howard Hughes' gi- culture committee chairman. Philip
gantic Flying Boat, which has fig- H. Holand, B. F. Avery president:ured so prominently in the news of heads the council, The latter or!ate, it: expected to provide hither- ganiation will cooperate in the acto unavailable scientific ,informa- tivation of an enlarged agriculture
Isn't it about time you went into a huddle vvith
Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
tion about the construction of large committee within the state chamber,
yourself to decide whether this business of doing
airplanes. As a noted flier-industria- with broad development functions
your own laundry is worth while? You can get
to
explained
Senate
the
himself
list
For Ambulance Service
and a statewide membership.
away from drudgery and needless labor, simply
War Investigating Committee in
Fourfold aim of the enlarged comWashington, it is believed that there mittee, according to Stone, will be
by letting us do your washing. It's not merely the
Day or Night
is somewhere a barrier in size, per- to bring about better understandeSsier way — it's also the economical way. And
barsonic
the
to
haps comparable
ing between the town and country
your clothes will come back spotless and sparkling.
rier in speed. where the flight businessman; to foster development
PHONE 88
Pick up your phone right now and call 14. Our
characteristics of an airplane can- of industrial uses of products of
driver will call for your laundry promptly.
not with certainty be propected in Kentucky agriculture; to encourage
WINFRED WHITNEL
theory, but must be determined actively the work of the College of
Owners
through the actual construetion and Agriculture of the University of
ANN W. HORNBEAK
operation of a flight article. The Kentucky; and to promote the
Hughes Flying Boat. by far' the study of local problems affectine
largest airplane ever built, may act- agriculture and all other types of
ually have passed the size barrier business that will lead to a satisat which efficiency begins to dim- factory solution not only locally
inish in relation to size, instead of bu utltimately at the state and nato increase with size as has been , tional levels.
_16
true as large and larger airplanes I Stone pointed out that running
have been built to date. So con- a farm is just as much a business
vinced is Hughes that aeronautical !undertaking as operating any other s-cience 'will benefit enormously industrial enterprise, and that "the
through knowledge gained by test- first step toward urban-rural uning the huge craft, he has voluntari- derstanding is to know the other
ly put more than $7,000,000 of his fellow and his problems?'
own funds into its development and
Principal speaker at the six
construction. He was not obligated o'clock dinner meeting were Nichto put a penny into it under his olas J. Ziener. Chicago. Director of
contract to build it for the govern- Organization Service of the Illinois
Summer driving uses lots of water and somement.
State Chamber of Commerce. ZienBITS 0' BUSINESS--The amount er traced the development and functime leaves thick, gummy deposits in the cooling
of paper devoured in this country tioning of the State C. of C.'s ageach year is simply staggering— riculture-industry
system that should be flushed out before winter
relations prosome 25 million tons. Most people gram in Illinois.
starts. Bring your car here . . . we'll do it right,
think of newsprint consu,mption
when they think of paper. liztualChoose your Army school before
and quickly!
lv, newsprint—now a commodity you enlist. Ask about the new Techthat is too scarce for the welfare nical School Plan today at your
Phone 9193 for Pick-up and Delivery S6rvice.
of the American people—takes the lecal Recruiting Office, Post Offico
smallest share of American con- in Fulton, Ky.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
sumption. Paperboard and building
:
The U. S. Army now operate,
oapers account for the largest con- rihools to develop qualities of lead•
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated
!qumption. with wrapping paper sec- ershin in selected service men.
, ond and book publishing third.
Arnericans use more paper than any

CHAS. W. BURROW

BEHIND THE SCENES IN
AMERICAN BUSINESS

AGRICULTURE MEET
OF BUSINESS FOLKS
HELD AT LOUISVILLE

1

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home

Talk It Over With Yourself

PARISIAN
Laundry & Cleaners

1
%%4

Yo
est
CON

814

We CLEAN Radiators

For More Energy

Whether you re a homemaker, an office worker
or a student, a glass of FULTON PURE milk will
give you more energy for the task you have to do.
Everybody likes the creamy-rich country flavor
of FITLTON PURE milk . . . so satisfying to the
appetite. Order your FULTON PURE milk today.

Bronchitis

Chronic bronchitis may dedelop if
your cough, chest cold, or acute bronchitis is not treated and you cannot afford to take a chance with any medicine
less potent than Creomulsion which
goes right to the seat of the trouble to
help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.
Creomulsion blends beec.hwood creosote by special process with other time
tested medicines for conghc• It contains
no narcotics.
No matter how many medhines you
.MR11111111MMINNIIIIMINflININIMIWA.
have tried, tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with thz• underbtanding you must like the way it quickly allays the cough, permitting rest and
sleep, or you are ta have your yr-ney
back.(Adv.)

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

'

New haul
with
New Wallpaper

POISGROV

Be Quick To Treat

Cagle Plumbing Shop

6',Ya4eY

SERVI CE
Rio STATION

Mayfield Highway, Near Ford Garage, Fulton

GUARANTEED PERFECT

DIAMOND
RINGS
1-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect.
2-Individually registered
in the owner's name.
3-Fully insured against
theft, fire and loss.
4-One uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.
Soo thorn or your
AUTHORIZED

DEEP WELL PUMPS

DEALER'S

AND PIPES

Your Loyalty- Dealer In Fulton:

206 Church St.
Phone 399

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
224 Lake St.

Every room in your home can be made a place of

SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP

New Line Automati: Duo-Therm Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind

bull

Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502

Olive Street

wallpapers. Select the patterns that you prefer.

The Home of

Light Wines and Gins

Good Chili

Myrick's Liquors

HICKORY LOG
B R-B-1)

You'll be surprised at how cheaply you can do
now while
over every room in your home. Come in '
our selection is complete.

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 CHURCH ST.

PHONE 35

Depot Street

dee(

Fulton, Ky.

beauty at such small cost. Simply stop in and
look over our large stoc , of gorgeous, colorful
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Make Yours A

Property
ith Us!

PRACTICAL
Gift This Year....
GIVE FURNITURE!
Furniture is a gift that keeps on giving for months and
years after ... a constant reminder of your thoughtfulness ... a piactical addition to the beauty and comfort
of your home. Give Furniture this Christmas ... it's a
good investment in real happiness.

self
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right,
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VI CE
TION
Fulton

urnace

PRACTICAL GIFTS
FOR HIM

PLATFORM
ROCKERS
Your choice of tapestry or velour
covers; fine springfilled cushions.
$14.95 to $59.95

PRACTICAL GIFTS FOR HER
DRUM TABLE in Duncan Phyfe stylge;large drawer, walnut finish
$11.95
SEWING CABINET in Duncan Phyfe style, walnut,
2 drawers
$18.95
Marble Top'COFFEE TABLE
$12.95
COFFEE TABLES with detachable glass tray-top,
beautifully carved legs and frame
$26.9.5
END TABLES in walnut or mahongany, with and
without glass tops
$3.95 to $20.50
PRESSURE COOKERS by General Mills; 4-quart
aluminum
$16.95
PRESSURE COOKERS' by Mirro-Matic, Ecko,
Wearever or Presto; 4-qt. aluminum
$12.95
ELECTRIC IRONS -by GE, Betty Crocker, Proctor,
Samson and Dominion . . . all with automatic heat
cOntrol and built-in cords; each with handy individual features
_____
$6.95 to $14.95
APEX ELECTRIC WASHERS with aluminum tubs
white porcelain finish, for immediate delivery
$149.95 (with pump: $159.95)
6-WAY FLOOR LAMPS, complete with,shades and
bulbs
$22.50
MIRRORS . . . ovals, oblongs, squares . . . plain or
decorated edges
$4.95 to $25.95

, Ky.

REMINGTON triple-head electric shavers, best on the market
$19.50
Handsome CHAIR and OTTOMAN SETS; deep coil springs;
choice of cover and colors.
FLUORESCENT Desk Lamp
$10.50
Plastic tilt-back DESK LITE
with pen holders
$4.50
PET and ASH TRAY sets ((all
in one)
$2.25
ELECTRIC HEAD LAMPS
(with head strap) for hunting;
4-battery case fastens to belt.
Complete with batteries $4.95
:ELECTRIC SHAVING light; 2
mirrors, one plain, reverse
magnifying, enamelled metal
base _
_
$14.95
LOTS OF OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT including gun shells,
thermos jugs, carbide lights,
rubber boots, traveling cases,
Coleman gas lanterns, etc.

CEDAR CHESTS ARE GRAND GIFTS
The "FRANKLIN" is solid cedar inside with beautiful walnut veneer
finish; has lock and full-size tray inside that opens with lid; chest includes a $250, moth-protection policy free $64.95
(Others $39.50, $49.50, $59.95)

HANDSOME TELEPHONE SET
Walnut finish table with handy shelf under top.
Set includes a nice chair to match, finished in
leatherette.
Special this week
$19.50

HUNDREDS OF GIFTS FOR GIRLS & BOYS! VISIT US!

onor

Fumeatun NT
Suotty ENTERTAINME

COMPLETE
Table model 209 (left). Six tubes, with a deep mellow
tone you'd think possible only in a console. Needs no
aerial or ground; handsome walnut cabinet
$43.95

Table model 208 (right) Big-set reproduction through
newly-perfected 6-tube chassis circuit that increases
bass range. No aerial or ground needed. distinctive
walnut cabinet
et

$4'2.95

Here is styling and
Pay less for the best! none. Here's comsecond to
fine furniture
entertainment—thrilling "Clear
plete home
PhonoRadio and Automatic
as a Bell" challenges
comparison with the
graph that
-action Automatic
finest! Latest gentle
records. SuperChanger plays up to 12
standard
sensitive Superhet radio tunes12"concert
Broadcast and Short Wave. Has
tone control;
dynamic speaker; variable
antenna; automatic
"Sonorascope"
built-in
giant tuning
volume control; edge-lighted
luxuriously proPordial. The console is
veneers,finished
tioned,ofchoice mahogany
cherished fine furniture.
in the tradition of storage compartments.
With two big record
or performance—
From any angle—stylingcombination
value
here's the best console
RMR-219,
$
Model
market.
the
on
........................
at only
-AM.Only $270.00
MODEL NO. W11111-219 WITH FM -AM, In choke
MODEL NO. WLR1.1-220 WITH FM$2110.00.
Blond* mahogany venoms. Only
Models)
di-Pole antenna on FM

P.1..44.1,444.4.4.1
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The layliii flock - doesn't know
one vitamin -from another, but hens
need not worry about this igno.
rance if provided plenty of good
green feed.
Use of lights in the henhouse
moves up heavy production from
spring and early summer to Fall
and \Vintcr when eggs are scarce
and prices are high.
Charles Bunch of Whitley county
has put in a pasteurizing plant and
is selling grade "A" milk.

Jones & Sons
Funeral Home

W. W.

Phone IIle
129 University
MARTIN. TENN.
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

FULTON
FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY and TOMORROW
Double Feature
TONIGHT and TO3IORROW
ROY. ACUF'F
in

HI NEIGHBOR
plus
4
Den UM

I

CKIRS
VISbrilla
Sydney
GUINSTREET

Added Cartoon

_APITO
COMMENTS
By David M. Porter
It is Thanksgiving, but how many
in their seeking for happiness, for
worldly goods, for accomplishment
stop to think for what they are
thankful, or what they have to be
thankful for?
In this era of civilization where
the rewards go to the strongest,
mentally, the first with ideas, or
the best in organization, we are
constantly pressed for time, and
because of this we do not pause
to think. Let us take that time—let
us be thankful.
Let us be thankful that we jive
under an opportunity system of
1overnment, free to say what we
olease, to work at what we like,
to earn a just wage and buy the
abundance of things that are ob'ainable under the productive methods of our economic. system.
-Let us be thankful that any children we have or may have will not
be born in a caste system as in India, or in serfdom as in Russia, but
will have all of the opportunities
that our system and our way of
life can give them. The four freedoms are important. Have you
thought about them? 'We are not
hungry,we do have freedom of
soec•ch and the right to worship as
we please. We have nothing to fear
from our democratic sy-stem of government. They may not seem important because we accept them as
a matter of course, have always had
them, but suppose we were deprived of all or anv one of those, then
we would appreciate them and be
really thankful.

our prophets Enid your diviners,
GRATITUDE
Gratitude is much more than a that be in the midst uf you, deverbal expression of thanks. Action ceive you, neither hearken to your
more gratitude than dreams which ye cause to be dreamexpresses
ed. For they prophesy falsely unspc.ch.—Mary Eddy.
Is not that the truest gratitude to you in my name: I have not sent
which strives to widen the horizon them, saith the Lord.' (Jer. 29: 8,9)
Among the citations which comof human happiness and to, make
our fellows sharers jn that which prise the LessoniSermon is the following from the Bbile: "Beloi-ed,
has gladdened us?—H. C. Potter.
It is another's fault if lie be un- follow not that- which is evil, but
grateful, but it is mine if I do not that which is good. He that doeth
give. To find one thankful man, I good is of God; but he that doeth
will oblige a great many that are evil hath not seen God." (III John
11).
not so.—Seneca.
All pre welcome to our services.
A man of a grumbling spirit may
eat a very poor dinner from silver
vlate, while onc with a grateful
•Silo Simpkins Says
heart may feast upon a crust.—E.P.
Brown.
Good seeds like good deeds enOur thanks should be as fervent hance the credit of the man who
for mercies received as our petitions sows them.
for mercies sought.--Charles SimHigh feed costs prove that time
mons.
spent in planning for home grown
Cicefo calls gratitude the mother feeds is a good investrnent.
of virtues, the most capital of all
Even the best cows cannot be exduties, and uses. the words grateN
peCteit to return time-and-a-half pay
and good as synonymous terms,
separably united in the same char- on part-time feeding per day.
Planttng seeds not particularly
acter.—Bate
adapted to one's soil and local conCHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ditions is a risk no fadmer needs to
"Ancient and Modern Necorman- take.
cy, Alias Mesmerism and Hypotism,
Hens on good winter range lay
Denounced," is the subject of the and pay better and therefore are
T.ession-Sermon which will be read less likely to find a "homer on the
in all Christian Science churches kitchen range.
throughout the world on Sunday, Visit your local U. S. Army and
November 30, 1947.
U. S. Air Force recruiting station
The Golden Text is: "Let not for important information.

Thought for landowner and ten"Going in circles" without a
home ant: Lest we forget, let's lean on a
straightforward farm and
plan is one form of rotation that lease. (Get a copy of Tennessee
never pays off.
Flexible Farm Lease from county
agents).
Subscribe to The News!

VISIT THE

BROWN DERBY
MR. AND AIRS. JACK KELLEN
Fulton-Union City Highway

BAR.B.Q
Sandwiches of all kinds.
HOME-MADE cHILI

COLD BEER
CURB SERVICE 7 to 12 P. M.

•

SUN. - MON. - TUE.

7own Topics
Mrs. Pearl Weaver and Miss
Eleanor Weaver and Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Brazzell will spend Thanksgiving with Mrs. James Cullum
anthiamav and, Mils'. John H. Flake
and Mr. Flake in Jackson, Tenn.

:.Cartoon and News
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

-

4;

filfw.rIgAriffilf
SCOTT

Lynn A.skew and
of
and Barbara
are visiting her
H. Wade and oth-

Mrs. Mary Hughes Watson of Benton, Ill.. will spend the Thanksgiving holidays with her mother. Mrs.
Malcolm Chambers on Eddings
street.

CAWS
GMAT SINT
11.006-TINGLING
CINECOLOR

Mr. atui Mrs.
children, Wade
Whittier, Calif.,
mother, Mrs. R.
er relatives.

BRITTON

Comedies and News

Capt. and Mrs. Carl Fortner and
-laughter, Kathryn, formerly of
l- attlt. Creek. Mich., are visiting the
'
'afters mother. Mrs. Minnie Bell
,rid her sister, Mrs. Raymond Wil'
'iams and Mr. Williams in Fait.
Heights. They are enroute to Monmouth, N. J. where Mr. Fortner will
be stationed.
Mrs. S. H. F,dwards and granddaughters, Anna Jean and Phillis
left Wednesday for ThankVaiving
holidays with relatives in,,Nashville.

ORPHEUM
FULTON, KENTUCKY
TONIGHT and TOMORROW
JAMES WARREN
DEBRA ALDEN.
in

CODE OF WEST
CoMedy and Serial

Fred Wiiitnel of Cincinnatti, O.,
spent the weekend with his motht.r. Mrs. R. C. Whitnel and other relatives.
1
•
Nashville,
of
Maddox
Miss Ola
went Thanksgiving with her mother, Mrs. E. G. Maddox on Cedar
street.
Harry Fields Dizonia of Memphi.
silent Sunday with his mother, Mrs.
Bess Dizonia and other relatives
here.
Mrs. Ernestine Pittman is visiting her parents in Paducah.

SUNDAY and MONDAY
Thorn's a now star.....
RUZARITH *
TAYLOR
• •

ELIZA ETH TAYLOR
.41.14‘4

nen,

L

MURPHY•ASII0k - EAKALL
Alsc Comedy
TUE. - WF.D. - THUR.
Double Feature
HUGH BEAUMONT
in

TOO MANY WINNERS
plus
ARL SWITZER

GAS HOUSE KIDS
IN HOLLYWOOD

Mrs. John McLin has returned
to her home in Princeton. Kv. aftmit a visit to Mrs. L. R. Willingham.
-Fifty traffic deaths were record',̀1 in Kentucky in October to bring
-ho
fatalit-; toll to 482. the
s•atc Highway Patrol reported today.
The patrol said 609 persons were
killed in traffic eccidents during
the first 1 rl months of 1946 and October deaths for that year totaled
82.
A total of 463 accidents was retorted last month. the patrol said.
and the number of persons iniureci
during the month totaled 319. Accidents totaled 455 in October. 1948.
with 314 injuries.
Th Army has a good lob for you.
Any veteran who, enlists in the
TT. S. Army for three years mav
elect to serve the first year in the
area in which he enlist—near home
Need a job? Need good pay? Need
security? See your local recruiting
sergeant.

1

With halting words whose fervor start*
Simply, deeply, in our hearts-As little children, mindful of

give Thea thanks for life's rich years,
For courage, and for cleansing tears,
A land that builds us tall and strong,
And laughter, and the gift of song—
And most of all—that we are free

A Father's full and boundless love.

To bring our grateful hearts to Thee.

We thank Thee, Lord, for everything-The shining miracle of spring,
For autumn's sunsets, sununer's rain,
For molten fields of golden grain,

Dear Lord, we give Thee thanks for youth,
For trust and tenderness and truth,
For brotherhood—that we may tread
A peaceful earth, and break the bread

For fruitful orchards, faith to see
That all our paths must lead to Thee.

Of friendship with our fellow men;
We give Thee thanks for love. Amen.

Lord God, we give Thee thanks this day,
Humbly, as we were taught to pray—

We

co

o

a
V

460

a

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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0

CLASSIF,IED ADS

_
_ _
_ _
AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
Paint and G12131 Co., 210 Church
street; Phone 9E9.
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